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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

Honor Harrington, the Honorverse, The Royal Manticoran Navy, The Royal Manticoran Marine Corps, The Royal 
Manticoran Army, The Grayson Space Navy, The Imperial Andermani Navy, The Republic of Haven Navy, The Sphinxian 
Forestry Service, The Royal Manticoran Merchant Marine, The Astro Control Services, Saganami Island Academy and other 
references to the works of David Weber or Final Sword Productions are used here under fair SSE laws and licensing terms.

Information taken from Wikipedia is similarly used to comply with fair use laws.

David Weber holds the copyright to all things related to the Honorverse and as such can at any time demand a change in 
this documentation, should it violate the fair SSE laws or the terms of the licensing agreement between The Royal 
Manticoran Navy: The Official Honor Harrington Fan Association, Inc and Words of Weber. 
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Introduction
Welcome to the Awards Manual of The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Official Honor Harrington Fan Association (TRMN). 

The purpose of this manual was to give you al clear picture of what awards are available within TRMN. For purposes of 
Awards, there are seven divisions of TRMN:

1. Royal Manticoran Navy/Royal Manticoran Marine Corps (RMN/RMMC)
2. Royal Manticoran Army (RMA)
3. Grayson Space Navy (GSN)
4. Republic of Haven Navy (RHN) – Pending House of Lies
5. Imperial Andermani Navy (IAN) – Pending House of Lies
6. Uniformed Civilian Services

a. Royal Manticoran AstroControl (C-AC)
b. Royal Manticoran Merchant Marines (C-MM)
c. Sphinxian Forestry Commissions (C-SFC)

7. Civilian (CIV)
a. Ministerial & Diplomatic Corps (C-MIN/C-CD)
b. Intelligence Services (C-IS)
c. Peerage Lands Staff (C-PLS)
d. Non-Assigned Civilians (CIV)

Each of these seven divisions has a different set of awards available to it (although some awards are shared by more 
than one division) and each division therefore has a separate section in this manual. This manual will show where each 
award falls in the order of precedence for that group, and will provide you with a clear understanding of the Admiralty 
House philosophy behind the recommendations for and issuing of awards. The manual will evolve as new awards are 
implemented and as criteria are decided upon for awards that are pending future expansion. This manual is your primary 
point of reference for all award questions.

Award Philosophy in TRMN
It is important when issuing awards to understand the purpose of awards. This is something that many fan clubs, and 
even some countries, in the past have failed to do properly. Because of this it is important for us to ensure that everyone 
in the organization understands what Admiralty House’s philosophy is when it comes to issuing awards.

There are a few important things to remember with TRMN awards before we get into the philosophy itself. The first is 
that not everyone will receive every award. This is a fact of life, and it is one we will have to learn to live with. The second 
of these is that awards are not here to serve the purpose of a mere “attaboy” certificate. We want to ensure that awards 
are issued for valid reasons, while also ensuring that people are recognized for the work they do.

So what then is the philosophy of Admiralty House when it comes to requesting and recommending awards? A good 
award citation clearly, and effectively states what the potential recipient has done to earn an award. 

An effective citation clearly states what the recipient has done to earn an award. A simple sentence is not enough for a 
higher level award where a detailed description should be included. It is also desirable to describe the positive effects 
that the recipient’s actions have had on their unit or the TRMN as a whole.
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Here is a web page with examples which may be useful: http://www.armynco.com/awards/award_citations.shtml

Additionally, some awards require evidence when presented, such as length of service, or proof of a criteria, such as 
games played. The more information that is given, the easier it will be to adjudicate the award. Some awards will require 
outside sources or evidence. This should all be included when the award is submitted.

When requesting an award, you should consider carefully what the potential award recipient has done, and how much 
of an impact that activity has had. To that end, it is the philosophy of Admiralty House that you should always request 
the highest award you think is deserved. It will be the job of the First Lord of the Admiralty’s Staff Liaison, together with 
the Awards Coordinator through BuPers, to assess the award and recommend if the requested award is correct or if 
it should be up- or downgraded. The reason you should always request the highest award you think is warranted is 
that it is always worth recognizing people for their efforts in the best manner possible. The job of the Staff Liaison and 
the Awards Coordinator is to employ neutral eyes to all recommendations and adjudicate them based solely on their 
presented merits.

Process for Award Recommendations and Issuance in TRMN
Currently, when you send in an award recommendation for an award this is the procedure you should follow:

1. Send a copy of the award request/recommendation to the following persons (the web form does a & c 
automatically):
a. Those listed Issuing Authority listed on the “Issued by:” line in this manual or Admiralty Orders.
b. Your immediate superior.
c. The First Lord of the Admiralty’s Staff Liaison

2. Once received, the First Lord of the Admiralty’s Staff Liaison will review the recommendation:
a. If he agrees with the recommendation as is he will communicate that agreement to the Issuing Authority
b. If he disagrees with the recommendation as is, he will communicate that to the Issuing Authority as follows:

i. If it is the opinion of the Staff Liaison the award requested is not sufficient based on the recommendation 
and evidence, he is to upgrade the award as he sees fit and recommend the new award to the Issuing 
Authority.

ii. If it is the opinion of the Staff Liaison the award requested is too high based on the recommendation 
and evidence, he is to downgrade the award as he sees fit and recommend the new award to the Issuing 
Authority.

iii. If it is the opinion of the Staff Liaison the award requested did not come with enough information to make 
a decision, he is to note that and communicate it to the Issuing Authority.

iv. If it is the opinion of the Staff Liaison the award requested is not proper based on the recommendation 
and is not appropriate for downgrading based on the recommendation, he shall recommend denial and 
communicate that to the Issuing Authority.

3. The Issuing Authority will review the original recommendation and the recommendation of the Staff Liaison and 
make a final decision. The Issuing Authority shall either
a. Approve the award recommendation as appropriate; or
b. Deny the award recommendation as appropriate; or
c. Send the award recommendation back for additional information as appropriate

4. If approved, the Issuing Authority will communicate this to the Award Recommender and the BuComm Electronic 
Certificate Officer
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5. If denied or more information is needed, the Issuing Authority shall inform the Recommender as soon as is 
practicable.

6. Saganami Island Academy Awards (Marksmanship awards and the Recruit Training  Ribbon) will be handled by 
Academy Staff as prescribed by the Sixth Space Lord. The First Lord of the Admiralty’s Staff Liaison will assist as 
necessary and upon request.

7. The Parliamentary Medal of Valor will be voted on by the Houses of Parliament, as described on the page for that 
award.

Once the Database has internalized the requests, you will just need to send the request in through the Database, as all 
subsequent steps will occur in the Database.

Posthumous Awards
It does, and will happen, that one of our members will pass, either after or before a nomination for an award has been 
submitted. In those instances, the following will be the policy.

In the case of awards already submitted, those will be reviewed by the issuing authority, and if approved, issued as 
normal, and added to the members personnel file.

If the award has not been submitted, but the member had, in the eyes of the nominator, qualified to the award before 
their passing, they may be submitted for it. These will go to the Issuing Authority for initial approval, but will then face a 
second review by the Royal Council as a whole who will need to approve them. These should be submissions for major 
awards, such as the Gryphon Star (or equivalent) and higher. Anything lower than this, will automatically be denied once 
the recipient has passed, and it was not submitted prior to their passing.

Award Categories in TRMN
Awards in TRMN fall into three main categories. We have Achievement Awards, which are for achievements for the 
organization, then there are Service Awards, which are specifically for service to the group, and finally we have our 
Marksmanship Awards which are specifically for playing games.

Some of these are, of course, awards that many of you will qualify for. Some are awards that only a few ever receive. At 
the end of the day, these award reward participation so the more you participate, the more you are likely to earn.

Shared Awards
Shared awards are awards that are available for multiple Divisions of TRMN. Not all awards are available to all groups, 
but we have strived to make it fair, and to that end, some awards are shared between Divisions. As an example, the 
Silesian Anti-Piracy Campaign Award for the RMN and RMMC is equivalent to the Silesian Peacekeeping Ribbon for 
the RMA which is also shared with the Civilians. The GSN qualifies for the Silesian Anti-Piracy Campaign Award as 
fictionally, they would actively be engaged in this kind of action.

This kind of cross over happens in real world militaries as well, and although it may not be 100% canon, we do feel 
that people should be recognized for their efforts, so we have strived to make opportunities as equitable as possible 
between Divisions.

Proper Wear of Awards
Initially all award ribbons will be worn in rows of three across. This will be continued until the 12th award is reached 
at which point all awards will be worn in rows of four across, unless the ribbons cross the center line of the chest, in 
which case three across is acceptable. This prescription on four across will not apply to the database where such a 
configuration would cause viewing issues on some screens and in certain formats.
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Additional awards will be shown with devices as appropriate and as described in this manual and Admiralty Orders. 
No more than three devices may be worn on any particular ribbon. After fifteen issuances of an award, the prescribed 
device may be replaces by the numeral devices “1” and “5” centered on the ribbon.

Awards from foreign services, such as GSN Awards issued to RMN personnel, will always be worn at the end of the 
primary services ribbon rack in Order of Precedence for the foreign awards. The exception for this would be an awards 
equal to the Parliamentary Medal of Valor (PMV), such as the Grayson Star of Grayson, which may be worn immediately 
after the PMV if you are an RMN, RMMC, RMA, IAN, RHN, or Civilian Member. If you are Grayson and are issued the PMV, 
it may be worn immediately after the Star of Grayson.

Sashes
Certain Orders come with Sashes. These Sashes are approximately 4” wide with 1/4” gold trim on either side. The Order 
Medal should be worn with the Sash where possible. Only the top level Sash should be worn.

The Awards In This Manual
All of the awards that follow here after are the most current and up to date as of the printing of the manual. A few things 
to note regarding these awards; First, the medals have not yet been manufactured. These are a work in progress, and 
we will eventually have them in stock. Second, the current availability of ribbons will depend on what BuSup has in 
inventory. This will vary from time to time, depending on if we have added new ones or are just no longer offering the 
old ones. 

Some awards will be awarded within specific time limits, such as the King Roger III Coronation Medal (awarded to 
members serving between 05FEB2011 and 04FEB2012), and therefore will no longer be available for issuance (aside 
from replacement ribbons). They retain their place in the manual, however, to let you know their order of precedence. 
Finally, this manual will be updated periodically. In the time between manual revisions, Admiralty Orders will fill in for 
the updates as needed.

Appendices
There are three appendices in this manual. The first contains the most recent Admiralty Orders regarding Awards. The 
next two contain games which qualify for the Rifle and Pistol awards respectively.

Without further ado…The Awards of The Royal Manticoran Navy!
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AWARDS OF THE ROYAL MANTICORAN NAVY AND 
ROYAL MANTICORAN MARINE CORPS
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PARLIAMENTARY MEDAL OF VALOR

Issued For: This awards is the highest award for valor issued to any citizen of the Star Empire of Manticore. This award 
is for providing lifesaving medical assistance above and beyond the call of duty. To qualify for this award, the recipient 
must save a life. Providing a fi rst aid kit at an accident scene would not qualify. Performing fi rst aid in a situation where 
the recipient would have died without your intervention would qualify. Note that the situation in which life saving services 
are rendered need not be life threatening for the TRMN personnel delivering the services. For this Award to be granted, 
attestation from Medical personnel or independent third party is required. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal 
letters of ‘PMV’. 

Because of the nature of their professions, and the defi nition of ‘above and beyond’ is diffi  cult at best, therefore, the 
award for those personnel who are professional fi rst responders or who volunteer in other life-saving positions will be 
addressed on a case by case basis by the Houses of Parliament. This award will be voted on as follows by the Houses of 
Parliament.

Both the House of Lords and the House of Commons will hear the evidence for this award. They will then be permitted a 
reasonable time to debate the award, not to exceed two weeks. After the debate, both Houses of Parliament will vote on 
the award. A vote of 66% or greater by both Houses will be required for the issuance of the Parliamentary Medal of Valor 
to any member. The First Lord of the Admiralty, or their designee, will then present the award on behalf of the Monarch at 
the next event at which the recipient will be present.

Issued by: The Houses of Parliament, presented by the First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Parliament.

Order of Precedence: 1

Frequency: As needed 

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
On (date) (name and rank) did provide live saving aid in the form of CPR to a convention attendee at DataCon 04. (Name) 
saw an individual suddenly collapse and fall to the fl oor. (Name) immediately ran to the person’s side and had his/her 
spouse stand aside while they did a quick assessment of the situation. Noting that the stricken individual was totally 
unresponsive and not breathing, (Name) quickly started CPR. He/she continued to provide CPR to the individual until 
EMTs arrived on the scene. It was later ascertained that the attendee had suff ered a heart attack and without (name) 
quick response by providing CPR, the person would have died. For his/her heroic eff orts and unselfi sh actions, they are 
hereby awarded the Parliamentary Medal of Valor.
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QUEEN’S CROSS FOR BRAVERY

Issued For: This awards is the second highest award for valor issued in  the RMN and is also the second highest non-
military award. To qualify for this award, the recipient must provide life saving services, even if the life is not saved. 
Rescuing a kitten from a tree would not qualify. Saving a kitten from drowning in a river would. For this award to be 
granted, attestation from at least one witness is required. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters of ‘QCB’. 
Because of the nature of their professions, the award for those personnel in real world aid giving positions will be 
addressed on a case by case basis by the Admiralty.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty

Order of Precedence: 2

Frequency: As Needed

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
For actions on or about March 8th, 2016. According to an eyewitness, _______ stopped a fellow crewmember who was 
inebriated and suff ering a personal crisis from committing suicide. The man was headed into a deep part of the river to 
drown himself. _________ managed to talk him back to shore and then spent the next three days with him until the crisis had 
passed. Both Her Majesty and the Admiralty are very grateful to ________ for his compassion in handling this potentially 
deadly situation.
For actions on or about April 3rd, 2016. ________ was on a Cub Scout Camping Trip with his son who belongs to Pack ______ 
out of __________. According to an eyewitness, another Cub Scout’s mother was found locked in her car and seemingly 
unresponsive. __________ was sent for by the Cub Master for assistance as he is a trained fi rst responder though he no 
longer works as such. With some assistance from another parent, _________ broke a window and succeeded in opening 
the driver’s side door. He and the parent pulled the woman from her car. Even though the woman’s vital signs were 
not encouraging, _________ began CPR. He continued for fi fteen to twenty minutes until he was relieved by EMS. Shortly 
thereafter, they pronounced her. While __________ was unable to save the woman, there is no doubt that his response to 
the situation was most proper and meets the criteria of this award. ____________ has both the respect and admiration of Her 
Majesty and the Admiralty.
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MOST NOBLE ORDER OF THE STAR KINGDOM

Issued For: Appointment to this order is awarded to recognize extraordinary and pre-eminent achievement or merit in 
service to the Honorverse or TRMN at large. Those awarded this order are permitted to use the prefi x ‘Sir’ or ‘Dame’ and 
the post nominal letters of ‘KSK’. This order comes in only one class, Knight, and is hereditary. It has a Sash with medal 
device, a breast star, and a ribbon.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch/ High Admiral of the Grayson Space Navy on behalf of the 
Protector

Order of Precedence: 3

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
For _____________ performance of her duties as ______________. Since joining the Royal Manticoran Navy, ____________ 
performance of his duties has been exemplary at all times. He has continued to perform them most admirably as 
__________, often under very adverse conditions that demand quick turnaround times. For his extraordinary and pre-
eminent achievements to the TRMN at large, Her Majesty is pleased to see this honor bestowed upon ____________.

For ________ performance of her duties as _____________. During her tenure of service to the Royal Manticoran Navy as 
_________, ________ has grown and expanded __________ its services it provides to the organization by leaps and bounds. 
She constantly strove to provide the best products available to the organization. If it wasn’t for her, _____________ would 
have continued to be the crippled by insuffi  ciencies of supplies/parts and antiquated tracking and handling procedures. 
__________ revamped and reorganized _______ into a very effi  cient branch of the TRMN. Therefore, for her extraordinary and 
pre-eminent achievements and service to the TRMN at large, Her Majesty is pleased to see this honor bestowed upon 
_____________.
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KNIGHT GRAND CROSS, ORDER OF KING ROGER I

Issued For: This order is awarded for exceptional and inspirational service to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial 
Fan Association. This order is reserved for personnel  of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services and civilians in government 
service only . The Monarch, through the First Lord of the Admiralty, accepts members into the order based on the advice 
of the Royal Council.  There are eight total classes, with the top four entitling the members to utilize the prefi x ‘Sir’ or 
‘Dame’. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters based on the eight awardable classes as follows: Knight Grand 
Cross (GCR), Knight Commander (KDR), Knight Companion (KCR), Knight (KR), Companion (CR), Offi  cer (OR), Member 
(MR), and Medal (RM).  

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDR) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member moves up one class.

Issued (Signed) by: Lord David Weber, First Grand Duke, Montana on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 4

Frequency: Once per calendar year; Eight Issuances Maximum 
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Sample Citations:
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KNIGHT GRAND CROSS, ORDER OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I

Issued For: This order is awarded for donations to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Fan Association either via 
PayPal (a link of which can be found on our website or by emailing the First Lord of the Admiralty) or other non-monetary 
donations. Starting January 1, 2017 the following listed of accepted donations that can be applied towards membership in 
the Order of Queen Elizabeth can be found on the website.

Donations may be cumulative over time and your level within the Order can increase. The four highest awardable classes 
entitled the member to utilize the prefi x “Sir” or “Dame”.  They member are also entitled to the post nominal letters as 
follows: Knight Grand Cross (GCE), Knight Commander (KDE), Knight Companion (KCE), Knight (KC), Companion (CE), 
Offi  cer (OE), Member (ME), and Medal (EM). 

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDE) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member is promoted within the Order to refl ect their new 
amount of cumulative donations made as listed above.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 5

Frequency: as needed; eight issuances maximum 
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Benefactors will be inducted into the Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth as per the following criteria: 

Medal, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $25 up to, and including $50

Member, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $51 up to, and including $100 

Offi  cer, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $101 up to, and including $150 

Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $151 up to, and including $200

Knight, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $201 up to, and including $250

Knight Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $251 up to, and including $300

Knight Commander, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $301 up to, and including $900

Knight Grand Cross, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth –Donations totaling more than $901
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MOST DISTINGUISHED ORDER OF MERIT

Issued For: This order is awarded for distinguished service in the armed forces, and for contributions to science, art, 
literature, or the promotion of culture. Monetary donations are specifi cally excluded from this award. The Monarch, 
through the First Lord of the Admiralty, accepts members into the Order based on the advice of the senior offi  cers of the 
Order. Those awarded this order are permitted to use the prefi x ‘Sir’ or ‘Dame’ and the post nominal letters of ‘OM’. This 
order comes in only one class, Knight, and is not hereditary. This award is worn with a neck medal, breast star, and award 
ribbon.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 6

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
For his service in, and his continued advancements within the Arts and Sciences, more precisely Astronomy, _________ is 
awarded the Most Distinguished Order of Merit. As a Professor of Astronomy, ________ has published a number of peer 
reviewed papers and articles and has served on a number of professional boards and panels. As a well known Science 
Fiction author, _______ has done the same at a number of Science Fiction conventions, where he has also represented the 
TRMN by wearing his uniform. Both Her Majesty and the Admiralty are very appreciative of all that ____________ has done to 
promote the Arts and Sciences and look forward to his continued service to the Star Kingdom of Manticore.
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KNIGHT COMMANDER, ORDER OF KING ROGER I

Issued For: This order is awarded for exceptional and inspirational service to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial 
Fan Association. This order is reserved for personnel  of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services and civilians in government 
service only . The Monarch, through the First Lord of the Admiralty, accepts members into the order based on the advice 
of the Royal Council.  There are eight total classes, with the top four entitling the members to utilize the prefi x ‘Sir’ or 
‘Dame’. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters based on the eight awardable classes as follows: Knight Grand 
Cross (GCR), Knight Commander (KDR), Knight Companion (KCR), Knight (KR), Companion (CR), Offi  cer (OR), Member 
(MR), and Medal (RM).  

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDR) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member moves up one class.

Issued (Signed) by: Lord David Weber, First Grand Duke, Montana on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 7

Frequency: Once per calendar year, eight issuances maximum 
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Sample Citations:
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KNIGHT COMMANDER, ORDER OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I

Issued For: This order is awarded for donations to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Fan Association either via 
PayPal (a link of which can be found on our website or by emailing the First Lord of the Admiralty) or other non-monetary 
donations. Starting January 1, 2017 the following is listed as accepted donations that can be applied towards membership 
in the Order of Queen Elizabeth can be found on the website.

Donations may be cumulative over time and your level within the Order can increase. The four highest awardable classes 
entitled the member to utilize the prefi x “Sir” or “Dame”.  They member are also entitled to the post nominal letters as 
follows: Knight Grand Cross (GCE), Knight Commander (KDE), Knight Companion (KCE), Knight (KC), Companion (CE), 
Offi  cer (OE), Member (ME), and Medal (EM). 

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDE) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member is promoted within the Order to refl ect their new 
amount of cumulative donations made as listed above.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 8

Frequency: As needed; eight issuances maximum 
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Benefactors will be inducted into the Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth as per the following criteria: 

Medal, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $25 up to, and including $50

Member, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $51 up to, and including $100 

Offi  cer, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $101 up to, and including $150 

Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $151 up to, and including $200

Knight, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $201 up to, and including $250

Knight Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $251 up to, and including $300

Knight Commander, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $301 up to, and including $900

Knight Grand Cross, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth –Donations totaling more than $901
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KNIGHT COMPANION, ORDER OF KING ROGER I

Issued For: This order is awarded for exceptional and inspirational service to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial 
Fan Association. This order is reserved for personnel  of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services and civilians in government 
service only . The Monarch, through the First Lord of the Admiralty, accepts members into the order based on the advice 
of the Royal Council.  There are eight total classes, with the top four entitling the members to utilize the prefi x ‘Sir’ or 
‘Dame’. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters based on the eight awardable classes as follows: Knight Grand 
Cross (GCR), Knight Commander (KDR), Knight Companion (KCR), Knight (KR), Companion (CR), Offi  cer (OR), Member 
(MR), and Medal (RM).  

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDR) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member moves up one class.

Issued (Signed) by: Lord David Weber, First Grand Duke, Montana on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 9

Frequency: Once per calendar year, eight issuances maximum
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Sample Citations:
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KNIGHT COMPANION, ORDER OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I

Issued For: This order is awarded for donations to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Fan Association either via 
PayPal (a link of which can be found on our website or by emailing the First Lord of the Admiralty) or other non-monetary 
donations. Starting January 1, 2017 the following is listed as accepted donations that can be applied towards membership 
in the Order of Queen Elizabeth can be found on the website.

Donations may be cumulative over time and your level within the Order can increase. The four highest awardable classes 
entitled the member to utilize the prefi x “Sir” or “Dame”.  They member are also entitled to the post nominal letters as 
follows: Knight Grand Cross (GCE), Knight Commander (KDE), Knight Companion (KCE), Knight (KC), Companion (CE), 
Offi  cer (OE), Member (ME), and Medal (EM). 

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDE) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member is promoted within the Order to refl ect their new 
amount of cumulative donations made as listed above.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 10

Frequency: As needed; eight issuances maximum 
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Benefactors will be inducted into the Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth as per the following criteria: 

Medal, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $25 up to, and including $50

Member, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $51 up to, and including $100 

Offi  cer, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $101 up to, and including $150 

Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $151 up to, and including $200

Knight, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $201 up to, and including $250

Knight Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $251 up to, and including $300

Knight Commander, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $301 up to, and including $900

Knight Grand Cross, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth –Donations totaling more than $901
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MANTICORE CROSS

Issued For: This award is the highest award for gallantry issued in the Royal Manticoran Navy and Royal Manticoran 
Marine Corps. This award is only available to offi  cers and warrant offi  cers in the RMN and RMMC. The criteria for this 
award is exceptional service to the RMN or RMMC in general, either by a) demonstrating consistently outstanding 
performance over time, or b) by performing a particular task or service to a high standard of excellence above and 
beyond the call of duty. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters of ‘MC’.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty

Order of Precedence: 11

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
For actions in performance of his duties over the past twenty-eight months as an Instructor in every School of the 
_________ of the Naval Technical Specialties College, as the Chair of the _________, as Commanding Offi  cer of the _______ 
Training School, as Chief of Staff  for the Commandant, Saganami Island Naval Academy, and as the Commandant, Royal 
Manticoran Marine Corps Academy and the Commandant, Marine War College. During his tenure at the last two schools, 
the staff  has grown from one to a total of nine with two more in the pipeline. The Admiralty is greatly appreciative for all 
that _________ has done.

For his actions as the longest serving member of _______ Staff . ______ has served in a most exceptional and diligent manner 
over the past four years at _______ in a number of Staff  Positions to include _______ Chief of Staff .
For a single action –  For his actions in the performance of his duties at NorWesCon 2016. _______ spent more than 240 
hours planning, organizing, and coordinating the Talbott Fleet Summit that was held at NorWesCon this year. He worked 
closely with the organizers and sponsors of this con which was greatly appreciated by them. In addition to the above, 
_________organized four TRMN panels and acted as the moderator for each one. He organized the schedule of Talbott 
Fleet’s Commanding Offi  cer’s schedule, as well as, the planning and execution of anything that Her Ladyship wanted to 
have at the summit, including the Awards Ceremony. The Admiralty greatly appreciates all that he has done.
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OSTERMAN CROSS

Issued For: This award is the highest award for gallantry issued in the  Royal Manticoran Navy and Royal Manticoran 
Marine Corps. This award is only available to non-commissioned offi  cers and enlisted crewmembers in the RMN and 
RMMC. The criteria for this award is exceptional service to the RMN or RMMC in general, either by a) demonstrating 
consistently outstanding performance over time, or b) by performing a particular task or service to a high standard of 
excellence above and beyond the call of duty. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters of ‘OC’.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty

Order of Precedence: 12

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards:
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Sample Citations:
For the performance of his duties both as the _________ of the Saganami Island Academy and as the ________ Instructor in the 
Naval Technical Specialties College. His services have been exemplary at all times. The Admiralty greatly appreciates all 
that ___________has done.

As the Messroom Specialties Instructor at the IMNA Technical Specialties Center, _______ is in a very unique position. _______ 
is the only Royal Manticoran Navy member assigned to the Center and as such has become the defacto liaison between 
the Royal Manticoran Navy and the Grayson Space Navy and has been so recognized by Rear Admiral David Melsome, 
GSN, Steadholder Maelstromm. In addition to her role as an Instructor and unoffi  cial liaison, _____ took it upon herself to 
become Armsman to High Admiral Sir Thomas Saidak, Steadholder Henesey. _______ also organized the Armsman Program 
so that now all Grayson Steadholders have a minimum of four Armsmen to accompany them at all times during offi  cial 
functions.
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KNIGHT, ORDER OF KING ROGER I

Issued For: This order is awarded for exceptional and inspirational service to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial 
Fan Association. This order is reserved for personnel  of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services and civilians in government 
service only . The Monarch, through the First Lord of the Admiralty, accepts members into the order based on the advice 
of the Royal Council.  There are eight total classes, with the top four entitling the members to utilize the prefi x ‘Sir’ or 
‘Dame’. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters based on the eight awardable classes as follows: Knight Grand 
Cross (GCR), Knight Commander (KDR), Knight Companion (KCR), Knight (KR), Companion (CR), Offi  cer (OR), Member 
(MR), and Medal (RM).  

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDR) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member moves up one class.

Issued (Signed) by: Lord David Weber, First Grand Duke, Montana on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 13

Frequency: Once per calendar year, eight issuances maximum 
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Sample Citations:
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KNIGHT, ORDER OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I

Issued For: This order is awarded for donations to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Fan Association either via 
PayPal (a link of which can be found on our website or by emailing the First Lord of the Admiralty) or other non-monetary 
donations. Starting January 1, 2017 the following is listed as accepted donations that can be applied towards membership 
in the Order of Queen Elizabeth can be found on the website.

Donations may be cumulative over time and your level within the Order can increase. The four highest awardable classes 
entitled the member to utilize the prefi x “Sir” or “Dame”.  They member are also entitled to the post nominal letters as 
follows: Knight Grand Cross (GCE), Knight Commander (KDE), Knight Companion (KCE), Knight (KC), Companion (CE), 
Offi  cer (OE), Member (ME), and Medal (EM). 

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDE) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member is promoted within the Order to refl ect their new 
amount of cumulative donations made as listed above.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 14

Frequency: As needed; eight issuances maximum 
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Benefactors will be inducted into the Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth as per the following criteria: 

Medal, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $25 up to, and including $50

Member, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $51 up to, and including $100 

Offi  cer, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $101 up to, and including $150 

Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $151 up to, and including $200

Knight, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $201 up to, and including $250

Knight Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $251 up to, and including $300

Knight Commander, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $301 up to, and including $900

Knight Grand Cross, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth –Donations totaling more than $901
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COMPANION, ORDER OF KING ROGER I

Issued For: This order is awarded for exceptional and inspirational service to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial 
Fan Association. This order is reserved for personnel  of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services and civilians in government 
service only . The Monarch, through the First Lord of the Admiralty, accepts members into the order based on the advice 
of the Royal Council.  There are eight total classes, with the top four entitling the members to utilize the prefi x ‘Sir’ or 
‘Dame’. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters based on the eight awardable classes as follows: Knight Grand 
Cross (GCR), Knight Commander (KDR), Knight Companion (KCR), Knight (KR), Companion (CR), Offi  cer (OR), Member 
(MR), and Medal (RM).  

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDR) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member moves up one class.

Issued (Signed) by: Lord David Weber, First Grand Duke, Montana on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 15

Frequency: Once per calendar year, eight issuances maximum 
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Sample Citations:
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COMPANION, ORDER OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I

Issued For: This order is awarded for donations to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Fan Association either via 
PayPal (a link of which can be found on our website or by emailing the First Lord of the Admiralty) or other non-monetary 
donations. Starting January 1, 2017 the following is listed as accepted donations that can be applied towards membership 
in the Order of Queen Elizabeth can be found on the website.

Donations may be cumulative over time and your level within the Order can increase. The four highest awardable classes 
entitled the member to utilize the prefi x “Sir” or “Dame”.  They member are also entitled to the post nominal letters as 
follows: Knight Grand Cross (GCE), Knight Commander (KDE), Knight Companion (KCE), Knight (KC), Companion (CE), 
Offi  cer (OE), Member (ME), and Medal (EM). 

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDE) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member is promoted within the Order to refl ect their new 
amount of cumulative donations made as listed above.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 16

Frequency: As needed; eight issuances maximum 
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Benefactors will be inducted into the Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth as per the following criteria: 

Medal, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $25 up to, and including $50

Member, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $51 up to, and including $100 

Offi  cer, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $101 up to, and including $150 

Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $151 up to, and including $200

Knight, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $201 up to, and including $250

Knight Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $251 up to, and including $300

Knight Commander, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $301 up to, and including $900

Knight Grand Cross, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth –Donations totaling more than $901
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SAGANAMI CROSS

Issued For: This award is the second highest award for gallantry issued in the Royal Manticoran Navy or Royal Manticoran 
Marine Corps. This award is only available to offi  cers and warrant offi  cers in the RMN and RMMC. The criteria for this 
award is exceptional service to the RMN or RMMC in general, either by a) demonstrating consistently outstanding 
performance over time, or by b) performing a particular task or service to a high standard of excellence above and 
beyond the call of duty, but not enough to qualify for the Manticore Cross. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal 
letters of ‘SC’.

Issued by: First Space Lord (RMN), Commandant of the Corps (RMMC)

Order of Precedence: 17

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards:
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Sample Citations:
For the outstanding performance of her duties as the Chair of the ________ of the Naval Technical Specialties Collage and 
as the _________ Instructor. The Admiralty greatly appreciates all that _________ has done.

For her actions over the past two years in the transport of large items for the Royal Manticoran Navy. Besides her normal 
duties as the Commanding Offi  cer of _________________, __________ has been instrumental in ensuring the transport of 
property belonging to the TRMN gets to the locations of various conventions. She has done this on her own time as a long 
haul trucker. This has helped the organization immensely. The Admiralty greatly appreciates all that ____________, has done.

For her actions to save one of Her Majesty’s vessels from being lost. During a most arduous time for one of Her Majesty’s 
Heavy Cruisers, W, then Commander ______, the W’s Executive Offi  cer, immediately and resolutely stepped forward to take 
command of her ship when the Commanding Offi  cer was lost. Had it not been for her quick thinking, calm, and steady 
actions, the entire vessel may have suff ered the same fate with a loss of all hands. After much hard work, the damage has 
been repaired, and the W has returned to her assigned ops area. Both Her Majesty and the Admiralty greatly appreciate 
all that _________ has done.
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DISTINGUISHED GALLANTRY CROSS

Issued For: This award is the second highest award for gallantry issued in the Royal Manticoran Navy. This award is only 
available to non-commissioned offi  cers and enlisted crewmembers in the RMN and RMMC. The criteria for this award is 
exceptional service to the RMN or  RMMC in general, either by a) demonstrating consistently outstanding performance 
over time, or by b) performing a particular task or service to a high standard of excellence above and beyond the call of 
duty, but not enough to qualify for the Osterman Cross. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters of ‘DGC’.

Issued by: First Space Lord (RMN), Commandant of the Corps (RMMC)

Order of Precedence: 18

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards:
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Sample Citations:
For her actions in the performance of her duties as the sole instructor of _______ College of Landing University for the past 
two years. The Admiralty greatly appreciates all that _________ has done.

For his actions at NorWesCon 2016. When the convention’s Head of Security and four other security personnel walked off  
their posts for unknown reasons, ________ was the fi rst TRMN member to answer the call by the Convention Committee for 
assistance. During the lapse in security, a number of “undesirable” individuals entered NorWesCon and proceeded to 
act against the Convention’s Code of Conduct. The SeaTac PD was called, while they were enroute, ________ went back to 
Talbott Fleet’s table and ‘recruited’ additional TRMN personnel to assist him and the ConCom in showing them the door. 
He was then asked to become the acting Head of Security for the remainder of NorWesCon.
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OFFICER, ORDER OF KING ROGER I

Issued For: This order is awarded for exceptional and inspirational service to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial 
Fan Association. This order is reserved for personnel  of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services and civilians in government 
service only . The Monarch, through the First Lord of the Admiralty, accepts members into the order based on the advice 
of the Royal Council.  There are eight total classes, with the top four entitling the members to utilize the prefi x ‘Sir’ or 
‘Dame’. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters based on the eight awardable classes as follows: Knight Grand 
Cross (GCR), Knight Commander (KDR), Knight Companion (KCR), Knight (KR), Companion (CR), Offi  cer (OR), Member 
(MR), and Medal (RM).  

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDR) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member moves up one class.

Issued (Signed) by: Lord David Weber, First Grand Duke, Montana on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 19

Frequency: Once per calendar year, eight issuances maximum 
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Sample Citations:
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OFFICER, ORDER OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I

Issued For: This order is awarded for donations to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Fan Association either via 
PayPal (a link of which can be found on our website or by emailing the First Lord of the Admiralty) or other non-monetary 
donations. Starting January 1, 2017 the following is listed as accepted donations that can be applied towards membership 
in the Order of Queen Elizabeth can be found on the website.

Donations may be cumulative over time and your level within the Order can increase. The four highest awardable classes 
entitled the member to utilize the prefi x “Sir” or “Dame”.  They member are also entitled to the post nominal letters as 
follows: Knight Grand Cross (GCE), Knight Commander (KDE), Knight Companion (KCE), Knight (KC), Companion (CE), 
Offi  cer (OE), Member (ME), and Medal (EM). 

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDE) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member is promoted within the Order to refl ect their new 
amount of cumulative donations made as listed above.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 20

Frequency: As needed; eight issuances maximum 
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Benefactors will be inducted into the Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth as per the following criteria: 

Medal, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $25 up to, and including $50

Member, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $51 up to, and including $100 

Offi  cer, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $101 up to, and including $150 

Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $151 up to, and including $200

Knight, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $201 up to, and including $250

Knight Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $251 up to, and including $300

Knight Commander, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $301 up to, and including $900

Knight Grand Cross, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth –Donations totaling more than $901
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ORDER OF GALLANTRY

Issued For: This award is the second lowest award for gallantry issued in the Royal Manticoran Navy. This award is only 
available to offi  cers and warrant Offi  cers in the RMN and RMMC. The criteria for this award is exceptional service to the 
RMN or and RMMC in general, either by a) demonstrating consistently outstanding performance over time, or b) by 
performing a particular task or service to a high standard of excellence above and beyond the call of duty, but not enough 
to qualify for the Saganami Cross. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters of ‘OG’.

Issued by: First Space Lord (RMN), Commandant of the Corps (RMMC)

Order of Precedence: 21

Frequency: Once per calendar year 

Additional Awards:
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Sample Citations:
or the outstanding performance of her duties as the Chair of the _______ and the _______ Instructor at the Naval Technical 
Specialties College. The Admiralty greatly appreciates all that ______________ has done.

For his devotion to duty while serving in a variety of offi  cer billets onboard _______ over the past four years. _________ has 
risen in the offi  cer ranks to become the __________ current Commanding Offi  cer. During this time he was the motivating 
factor behind the establishment of MARDET _________. Both Her Majesty and the Admiralty greatly appreciates all that 
________ has done.

For his actions at SoonerCon. ________ ensured that Sphinx Fleet personnel would not miss one panel they were slated to 
conduct, nor were any of the watch rotations for the Sphinx Fleet recruiting table nor the Party Room missed. On his own 
accord, ________, established an amateur radio station that kept Sphinx Fleet members on time and in contact with each 
other.

While the Commanding Offi  cer of _____________, his command was one of the fastest growing vessels in the history of 
TRMN. In a very short time, the crew of the _______ went from a normal destroyer, to that of a Super Dreadnought. This was 
due in large part to the Commanding Offi  cer’s very active participation in the recruitment of new members.
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NAVY STAR

Issued For: This award is the second lowest award for gallantry issued in the Royal Manticoran Navy. This award is only 
available to non-commissioned offi  cers and enlisted crewmembers in the RMN and RMMC. The criteria for this award is 
exceptional service to the RMN or RMMC in general, either by a) demonstrating consistently outstanding performance 
over time, or b) by performing a particular task or service to a high standard of excellence above and beyond the call of 
duty, but not enough to qualify for the Distinguished Gallantry Cross . . The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters 
of ‘NS’.

Issued by: First Space Lord (RMN), Commandant of the Corps (RMMC)

Order of Precedence: 22

Frequency: Once per calendar year 

Additional Awards:
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Sample Citations:
For her actions as FSMCPO of ______ Fleet. FSMCPO _____ organized the Bosuns of all ________ Chapters so that they are 
acting as a cohesive unit. FSMCPO ______ also established the Spacer of the Quarter and Spacer of the Year Programs. 
For outstanding performance of his duties as the _________ Instructor at the Naval Technical Specialties College. The 
Admiralty greatly appreciates all that __________ has done.

For her actions up to, and, including CONvergence 2016. Two weeks prior to the convention, the Galley Head quit. Petty 
Offi  cer ______ immediately volunteered to take over. Without knowing the menu or the Galley Head’s prior plans and 
arrangements, Petty Offi  cer ______ came up with her own. According to those in attendance she went far and above 
what was expected and normally seen at such a venue. Many mentioned that the food that was off ered looked almost 
too good to eat and was even more delicious.

At ChicoCon, ________ was everywhere and seemed to always be present where he was needed most. Initially he 
remained behind at the table, but as others arrived, he left and eventually stood security watch with _______ at the 
venue’s rear doors until they were told at 3 PM that they could go. He then took ______ something cold to drink and 
remained with him until ChicoCon was offi  cially ended at 5 PM.
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE ORDER

Issued For: This award is issued to any TRMN member to recognize their lengthy and dedicated service to The Royal 
Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Fan Association. Recipients of this award will have demonstrated their dedication 
over extended lengths of time (at least fi ve years) in a variety of positions of responsibility within and benefi ting the 
organization. This member will have consistently performed above and beyond the normal duties of grade, branch, 
specialty, or assignment to the degree of extraordinary recognition from key individuals of the Admiralty. Simple 
experience of an individual is not adequate basis for this award. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters of 
‘DSO’.

Issued by: First Space Lord (RMN), Commandant of the Corps (RMMC)

Order of Precedence: 23

Frequency: Once per fi ve calendar years
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Sample Citations:
For ________ loyal and devoted service in the performance of his duties as _______ for the Royal Manticoran Navy: The 
Offi  cial Honor Harrington Fan Association, Inc. ________ service to TRMN and the Crown during this time period was very 
distinguished and ________ is to be highly commended. Both Her Majesty and the Admiralty greatly appreciate all that 
______ has done.

For his loyal and dedicated service to _______ Fleet, the Royal Manticoran Navy, and the Crown. Over the past two years, 
_______ has proved to be a dedicated servant to the RMN and the Crown. Since being assigned to _______ Fleet he has not 
only commanded Her Majesty’s Destroyer _______ with great success, but has risen through the ranks to become ______ 
Fleet’s Deputy Commander. Both Her Majesty and the Admiralty greatly appreciate all that he has done.

For ________ outstanding performance of her duties in support of BuSup during HonorCon 2015 and for her loyal and 
dedicated service as the Executive Offi  cer of Her Majesty’s LAC Carrier, _______. Both Her Majesty and the Admiralty 
greatly appreciate all that _______ has done.
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MEMBER, ORDER OF KING ROGER I

Issued For: This order is awarded for exceptional and inspirational service to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial 
Fan Association. This order is reserved for personnel  of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services and civilians in government 
service only . The Monarch, through the First Lord of the Admiralty, accepts members into the order based on the advice 
of the Royal Council.  There are eight total classes, with the top four entitling the members to utilize the prefi x ‘Sir’ or 
‘Dame’. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters based on the eight awardable classes as follows: Knight Grand 
Cross (GCR), Knight Commander (KDR), Knight Companion (KCR), Knight (KR), Companion (CR), Offi  cer (OR), Member 
(MR), and Medal (RM).  

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDR) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member moves up one class.

Issued (Signed) by: Lord David Weber, First Grand Duke, Montana on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 24

Frequency: Once per calendar year, eight issuances maximum 
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Sample Citations:
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MEMBER, ORDER OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I

Issued For: This order is awarded for donations to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Fan Association either via 
PayPal (a link of which can be found on our website or by emailing the First Lord of the Admiralty) or other non-monetary 
donations. Starting January 1, 2017 the following is listed as accepted donations that can be applied towards membership 
in the Order of Queen Elizabeth can be found on the website.

Donations may be cumulative over time and your level within the Order can increase. The four highest awardable classes 
entitled the member to utilize the prefi x “Sir” or “Dame”.  They member are also entitled to the post nominal letters as 
follows: Knight Grand Cross (GCE), Knight Commander (KDE), Knight Companion (KCE), Knight (KC), Companion (CE), 
Offi  cer (OE), Member (ME), and Medal (EM). 

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDE) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member is promoted within the Order to refl ect their new 
amount of cumulative donations made as listed above.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 25

Frequency: As needed; eight issuances maximum 
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Benefactors will be inducted into the Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth as per the following criteria: 

Medal, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $25 up to, and including $50

Member, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $51 up to, and including $100 

Offi  cer, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $101 up to, and including $150 

Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $151 up to, and including $200

Knight, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $201 up to, and including $250

Knight Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $251 up to, and including $300

Knight Commander, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $301 up to, and including $900

Knight Grand Cross, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth –Donations totaling more than $901
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MONARCH’S THANKS

Issued For: This award is issued on behalf of the Monarch by the First Lord of the Admiralty for a mission or assignment 
exceptionally well done. The award is shown by a burgundy red stripe, one centimeter in width, at a 30-degree angle 
all the way around the upper right sleeve of the uniform below the TRMN Patch, or on the right sleeve of a civilian court 
dress or tuxedo.. There are no post nominal entitlements for the Monarch’s Thanks. Subsequent awards are denoted by 
the addition of a gold crown to the stripe for the next four awards,  and a gold boarder 1/8” in width for a fi fth award. 
Additional gold crowns are added to the gold-bordered stripe for the sixth and subsequent awards.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 26

Frequency: As needed

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
During MantiCon 2014,  _________ was assigned as Grand Duchess, New Montana’s escort and assistant. It has been 
brought to Our attention by the Grand Duchess and the First Lord of the Admiralty, that Spacer’s professionalism, 
attention to duty, and desire to ensure that the Grand Duchess enjoyed her stay was paramount. We therefore 
commend her for executing her duties and responsibilities in the highest traditions of the Royal Manticoran Navy and 
give her Our Thanks.
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CONSPICUOUS GALLANTRY MEDAL

Issued For: This award is the lowest award for gallantry issued in the Royal Manticoran Armed Services. This award is 
available to both offi  cers and enlisted personnel in the RMN, RMMC and RMA. The criteria for this award is exceptional 
service to the RMN, RMMC,  or RMA in general either by a) demonstrating consistently outstanding performance over 
time, or b) performing a particular task or service to a high standard of excellence above and beyond the call of duty, but 
not enough to qualify for the Order/Medal of Gallantry or the Navy/Army Star. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal 
letters of ‘CGM’.

Issued by:  First Space Lord (RMN), Commandant of the Corps (RMMC), Marshal of the Army (RMA) 

Order of Precedence: 27

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards:
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Sample Citations:
From (date) to (date), (Name and rank) stepped in temporarily as (position in Command Triad) to keep (name of 
Chapter) from being decommissioned. During this time, (name and rank) recruited a replacement and had them test 
up to (appropriate rank for the position) and ensured that they were ready to take over as (position). 
For their unfailing and unwavering commitment to Her Majesty, the TRMN in general, and more importantly, ____ Fleet, 
(Name and rank) is hereby awarded the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal.

Deciding that a TRMN presence needed to be established at a local fan-based Anime and Cosplay Convention, 
FurryCon 05, which is a one day event that was held on (date). (Name and rank) secured a spot and table, contacted 
and received recruiting materials and swag from the Bureau of Planning, and made sure to arrive well before the 
opening time to set up. While not successful in recruiting anyone at FurryCon, his/her table received a lot of traffi  c and 
interest.

For taking initiative to, “Spread the Word,” about the organization and by representing TRMN in a most appropriate 
manner, (Name and rank) is hereby awarded the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal.
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GRYPHON STAR

Issued For: This award is the highest award for bravery issued in the RMN. To qualify for this award, the TRMN member 
must perform  a particular task or service to a high standard of excellence above and beyond the call of duty, but not 
enough to qualify for the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal. Driving an hour out of your way to drop off  a fellow member would 
be an example of this. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters of ‘GS’. Monetary donations are specifi cally 
precluded from this award.

Issued by: First Space Lord (RMN), Commandant of the Corps (RMMC)

Order of Precedence: 28

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional awards:
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Sample Citations:
On (date), (Name and rank) secured a space and set up a recruiting table at a local game store. Together with two 
other members of their command, they established a presence and were prepared to have a nice day at the event. The 
store’s owner approached them and it was apparent that he/she was upset about something. It soon came to light 
that the individual who was supposed to run (name of game) had to back out at the last minute and he/she needed a 
replacement. (Name and rank) volunteered to run the game. Since they were also in uniform, it provided an even more 
realistic atmosphere to the situation and because of it, the (name of Chapter) recruiting eff orts proved to be quite 
successful.

For their willingness to help the store’s owner and by going well above and beyond the call of duty, (Name and rank) is 
hereby awarded the Gryphon Star.
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ORDER OF THE CROWN FOR NAVAL SERVICE

Issued For: This order is a special award and can only be issued once to any specifi c individual. Recipients of this award 
must be of the rank captain of the list or higher for naval offi  cers, or the rank of colonel or higher for marine offi  cers. To 
qualify, you must have performed exceptional service to the Crown, over a long period of time in a senior staff  position 
(such as part of a Fleet Command Team or higher) over a long period of time (at least 5 years). The recipient is entitled to 
the post nominal letters of ‘OCN’. Monetary donations are specifi cally precluded from this award.

Issued by: First Space Lord (RMN), Commandant of the Corps (RMMC)

Order of Precedence: 29

Frequency: Once 
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Sample Citations:
Since (date), Vice Admiral of the Green (Name) has served Her Majesty in a number of duties and responsibilities, most 
recently as ____. During this time, VADM (name) has performed those duties in a most exemplary manner which has 
done much to advance the stated goals of TRMN. For his/her service, VADM (name) is hereby awarded the Order of the 
Crown for Naval Service.
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WOUND STRIPE

Issued For: This award is issued to members of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services who either are seriously injured 
while on duty during an event or participate in a blood donation drive at an event. The injury must be serious enough 
to require emergency room attention. This award is denoted by a blood red stripe one centimeter in width, at a 30- 
degree angle all the way around the upper right sleeve of the uniform below the TRMN Patch, or on the right sleeve of a 
civilian court dress or tuxedo,  and worn below the Monarch’s Thanks and Mentioned in Dispatches. Multiple awards are 
denoted by additional stripes up to four. After the fi fth award, a gold boarder is added to the top stripe and the others 
are removed. A sixth and subsequent award are denoted by additional stripes below the gold-boarded stripe, up to the 
ninth award. After the tenth award, a gold boarder is added to the second stripe and the other are removed. The pattern 
continues, with every fi fth award converted into a gold-bordered stripe.

Donation of Blood is also an acceptable method for gaining the Wound Stripe.

For qualifying based on donation of blood, the donation must occur at a Fleet or Admiralty House event , and the donation 
must be documented and a copy of the documentation must be submitted with the award nomination for review. The 
person donating blood must donate one pint for the fi rst instance of this award, but three pints for each subsequent 
award.

Issued by: First Space Lord (RMN), Commandant of the Corps (RMMC)

Order of Precedence: 30

Frequency: As needed
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Sample Citations:
During ShrekCon, which was held on (date), On Saturday, (date), (Name and rank) was prepping food in the Party Room, 
that was sponsored by ____. (Name and rank) accidently cut their hand. Although she/he used a clean towel and applied 
direct pressure to the wound, it rapidly became apparent that he/she needed to go to the hospital. (Name and rank) was 
driven to the closest Hospital Emergency Room by another TRMN volunteer. There she/he received a tetanus shot, fi fteen 
stitches, plus the hand was well bandaged.
 
For being wounded while in the performance of her duties during ShrekCon, (Name and rank), is hereby presented the 
Wound Stripe.
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QUEEN’S BRAVERY MEDAL

Issued For: This award is the second highest award for bravery issued in the RMN. To qualify for this award, the TRMN 
member must perform  a particular task or service to a high standard of excellence above and beyond the call of duty,  
but not enough to qualify for the Gryphon Star. Staying behind after a Fleet meeting to help clean up the meeting location 
would be an example of a qualifi er for this award. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters of ‘QBM’. Monetary 
donations are specifi cally precluded from this award.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet (RMN)or  brigade (RMMC) level 

Order of Precedence: 31

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards:
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Sample Citations:
At a recent ____ Fleet approved event that was held on (date), (name and rank) showed up early to help in the set up, 
took the time to author and read a particularly hilarious story that was an important part of the event, and remained 
afterwards to help tear things down.

For performing their duties above and beyond the call of duty, (name and rank) is hereby awarded the Queen’s Bravery 
Medal.
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SPHINX CROSS

Issued For: This Award is currently pending future expansion

Issued by: None

Order of Precedence: 32

Frequency: None
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Sample Citations:
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ROYAL HOUSEHOLD DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDAL

Issued For: This Award is issued to those who have provided direct service to the Prime Minister of Manticore and his 
family. This service can be as simple as serving as their handlers at a convention or could be more involved, such as 
serving on the Royal Council. The Marshal of the Army is the issuing authority for this awards, and all members qualify for 
it.

Issued by: The Marshal of the Army

Order of Precedence: 33

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
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MENTIONED IN DISPATCHES

Issued For: This award is issued to any member who is mentioned by a commanding offi  cer in their bi-monthly chapter 
report. The event must be grand enough to warrant recognition, and must be preceded by “Mention is Given to:”. This 
award is denoted by a yellow stripe one centimeter in width, at a 30-degree angle all the way around the upper right 
sleeve of the uniform below the TRMN Patch, or on the right sleeve of a civilian court dress or tuxedo, and below the 
Monarchs Thanks and above the Wound Stripe. 

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the ship/company level. 

Order of Precedence: 34

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
Mention is Given to Spacer_________. During the latest Second Fleet Gunnery Challenge, HMS Neversail made a valiant 
attempt to win the prize. Doing his/her part to help the Neversail, Spacer ____________ read the most books which put the 
Neversail over the top for the win. Spacer ________________’s  total was  _____ books read for a total page count of ___________.

Mention is Given to Ensign ____________. Ensign ________ kindly off ered the use of his/her home for our last three Chapter 
Meetings. Being the ever courteous host(ess), Ensign ___________ has graciously provided the refreshments for all three 
meetings.

Mention is Given to Chief Petty Offi  cer __________, Bosun, HMS Neversail. “Boats” ___________ is the fi rst member of the 
Naversail’s crew to earn the Space Warfare Pin, Enlisted or Offi  cer. “Boats” _____________________ is an inspiration to us all 
and has challenged the rest of the crew, including the offi  cers, to earn theirs and make the Neversail the fi rst ship in 
TRMN whose entire crew have all earned this recognition.
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MEDAL, ORDER OF KING ROGER I

Issued For: This order is awarded for exceptional and inspirational service to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial 
Fan Association. This order is reserved for personnel  of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services and civilians in government 
service only . The Monarch, through the First Lord of the Admiralty, accepts members into the order based on the advice 
of the Royal Council.  There are eight total classes, with the top four entitling the members to utilize the prefi x ‘Sir’ or 
‘Dame’. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters based on the eight awardable classes as follows: Knight Grand 
Cross (GCR), Knight Commander (KDR), Knight Companion (KCR), Knight (KR), Companion (CR), Offi  cer (OR), Member 
(MR), and Medal (RM).  

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDR) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member moves up one class.

Issued (Signed) by: Lord David Weber, First Grand Duke, Montana on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 35

Frequency: Once per calendar year, eight issuances maximum 
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Sample Citations:
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MEMBER, ORDER OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I

Issued For: This order is awarded for donations to the The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Fan Association either via 
PayPal (a link of which can be found on our website or by emailing the First Lord of the Admiralty) or other non-monetary 
donations. Starting January 1, 2017 the following is listed as accepted donations that can be applied towards membership 
in the Order of Queen Elizabeth can be found on the website.

Donations may be cumulative over time and your level within the Order can increase. The four highest awardable classes 
entitled the member to utilize the prefi x “Sir” or “Dame”.  They member are also entitled to the post nominal letters as 
follows: Knight Grand Cross (GCE), Knight Commander (KDE), Knight Companion (KCE), Knight (KC), Companion (CE), 
Offi  cer (OE), Member (ME), and Medal (EM). 

The highest class, Knight Grand Commander (GDE) is reserved for the Monarch and therefore not awarded. 
This order is not hereditary. For each subsequent award, the member is promoted within the Order to refl ect their new 
amount of cumulative donations made as listed above.

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty on behalf of the Monarch

Order of Precedence: 36

Frequency: As needed; Eight Issuances Maximum
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Benefactors will be inducted into the Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth as per the following criteria:

Medal, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $25 up to, and including $50

Member, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $51 up to, and including $100 

Offi  cer, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $101 up to, and including $150 

Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $151 up to, and including $200

Knight, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $201 up to, and including $250

Knight Companion, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $251 up to, and including $300

Knight Commander, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth – Donations ranging from $301 up to, and including $900

Knight Grand Cross, Most Regal Order of Queen Elizabeth –Donations totaling more than $901
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CONSPICIOUS BRAVERY MEDAL

Issued For: This award is the lowest award for bravery issued in the RMN. To qualify for this award, the TRMN member 
must perform  a particular task or service to a high standard of excellence above and beyond the call of duty,  but not 
enough to qualify for the Queen’s Bravery Medal. Volunteering to act as security for a large RMN function would be an 
example of a qualifi er for this award. The recipient is entitled to the post nominal letters of ‘CBM’. Monetary donations are 
specifi cally precluded from this award.

Issued by: Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the Division (RMN) or Battalion (RMMC) level

Order of Precedence: 37

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
At AckCon 01, which was held on (date). Chief Petty Offi  cer (name) stood his/her watch at the Recruiting Booth that was 
set up by (Chapter’s name). When hers/his replacement failed to show up, Chief (name) stood their watch as well.

For his/her actions and going above and beyond the call of duty, Chief (name) is hereby awarded the Conspicuous 
Bravery Medal.
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CONSPICIOUS SERVICE MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued to recognize TRMN members who have rendered exceptional service to a particular 
unit by demonstrating consistently outstanding leadership over time. To be eligible for this award, a member must have 
served in an offi  cial leadership capacity for a period of at least twelve months. The lowest leadership roles that qualify for 
this award are the chapter command triad positions (CO, XO, Bosun).

Issued by: First Space Lord (RMN) or Commandant of the Corps (RMMC) 

Order of Precedence: 38

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
From (date) until (date), Lieutenant Senior Grade (name) fi rst served as the Executive Offi  cer of (name of Chapter) 
and then when it’s type and name was changed due to its rapid growth, of the (new name). At all times, LT(SG) (name) 
performance of his/her duties was beyond reproach. In fact, the former ship’s rapid expansion was primarily due to 
the personal recruiting eff orts by LT (last name). For this and other reasons, Lieutenant Senior Grade (name) is hereby 
awarded the Conspicuous Service Medal.     
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MERITORIOUS SERVICE MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued to recognize RMN or RMMC members who have rendered exceptional service to a 
particular unit by performing a particular task or service to a high standard of excellence. Such accomplishment should 
be of extra-unit signifi cance and aff ect or refl ect favorably on the unit as a whole. It is usually awarded to those serving in 
leadership positions, although this may not need to be the case. 

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to numbered fl eet (RMN) or brigade RMMC) level

Order of Precedence: 39

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
Corporal ______________ is hereby awarded the Meritorious Service Medal for the following action. On or about ____________, 
Corporal _____________ noted that the Chapter’s Web Page for HMS Bird Farm was sadly out of date and was not all that 
inviting and that MARDET Bird Farm’s was nonexistent. Since Corporal __________ is a Webpage Page Developer and 
Designer in the real world, he/she took it upon herself/himself to completely redo the page to give it a professional, 
polished look and to create web page for the MARDET. Not only has it received a number of favorable comments from 
the Fleet, the First Space Lord, Commandant RMMC, and COMFORCECOM, have all specifi cally commented favorably on 
it recently. As a direct result of the new and/or improved web pages, a number of recent recruits have informed the Bird 
Farm’s Commanding Offi  cer that it was one of the main reasons that they chose the Chapter.

Lieutenant Senior Grade _______________ is hereby awarded the Meritorious Service Medal for their actions at CryptoCon. 
On or about _____________, while at a recent, small, fan-based convention, CryptoCon, which was held in ______________, the 
Captain of HMLAC Hanger Queen, Lieutenant (SG) ______________ attended the con in their TRMN uniform. Even though 
there was no offi  cial TRMN presence at CryptoCon, Captain ________ stated in their After Action Report that he/she was 
stopped by a number of con attendees who wanted to know more about his/her uniform, TRMN, and, of course, the 
Hanger Queen. As a direct result of the CO’s presence, the Hanger Queen’s crew has grown to the point that they are 
currently pursuing an upgrade to a larger, hyper-capable unit and possibly a MARDET.
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NAVY/MARINE COMMENDATION DECORATION

Issued For: This award  is issued to recognize a TRMN member down to the Ship/Company Level, for meritorious service to 
the unit. This can be anything that makes the member stand out, although taking courses through the Bureau of Training 
academies is expressly prohibited as a basis for this award. As this award is designed to show that the recipient works 
hard and performs their duties to a level of excellence, civilians serving onboard ship in any well-defi ned role are also 
eligible to receive this award.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers  down to division (RMN) or battalion (RMMC) level

Order of Precedence: 40

Frequency: Once per member per command level per calendar year

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
Petty Offi  cer ____________ is hereby awarded the Navy Commendation Decoration for their actions aboard the HMS Rusty 
Bucket. Since becoming a member of the Rusty Bucket’s crew, Petty Offi  cer has consistently performed her/his duties 
in a most exceptional manner. They have never missed a Chapter meeting and usually assist the Bosun in sitting up the 
meeting space and setting it to rights afterwards.

Civilian _____________ is hereby awarded the Navy Commendation Decoration. Civilian ________ is the HMS Gooberpea’s 
offi  cial photographer. During the recent HMS Gooberpea Holiday Dinner, he/she seemed to be almost everywhere 
documenting the event. She/he took it upon themselves to create a digital scrapbook that has since become part of the 
Gooberpea’s offi  cial records archives. Additionally, it was sent to all attendees for their own enjoyment.
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NAVY/MARINE ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued to recognize a TRMN member of a unit down to the Ship/Company Level, for an 
achievement that helps to support the unit. This can be anything that the TRMN member has physically achieved which 
helps support of further the unit, although taking courses through the Bureau of Training academies is expressly 
prohibited as a basis for this award. As this award is designed to show that the recipient works hard and performs their 
duties to a level of excellence, Civilians serving onboard ship in any well defi ned role are also eligible to receive this 
award.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to Ship or Company level. For this award, Unit Leaders would also include 
positions with a reporting chain, such as the Senior Master Chief Petty Offi  cer of the Navy, Space Lords, and sub-
commands under the Royal Council members, such as the Offi  ce of JAG, Merchant Marines, Astro Control, etc.

Order of Precedence: 41

Frequency: As needed; One per member per command level per calendar year

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
As Captain of HMS Hornblower, I hereby present Spacer 3/c ___________ the Navy/Marine Achievement Medal for their 
actions at the last Chapter Meeting held on ____________. Spacer ________ provided the refreshments, both food and drink, 
and ensured that the crew was well supplied with both before and after the business part of the meeting. It was greatly 
appreciated by everyone who was present. Well Done!

As Captain of the HMS Aubrey, I hereby present Private ________________, MARDET Aubrey, the Navy/Marine Achievement 
Medal for their actions during the MARDET’s Toys for Tots drive. Private __________ lent both his time and his pick-up truck 
to take all of the toys that had been collected by the Aubrey to the local collection point. Well Done!

As Captain of the HMS Sasquatch, I hereby present Administrator ______________, the Navy/Marine Achievement Medal. 
Administrator ______________ donated both his/her time and talents as a designer to help decorate the Sasquatch’s 
Executive Offi  cer’s house for a recent Chapter Meeting/Annual Summer BBQ. The decorations that he/she provided 
garnered a lot of attention and many favorable comments from the crew and their guests. Well Done!
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LIST OF HONOR CITATION

Issued For: This award is issued to a chapter which has gone above and beyond as a whole unit to achieve a special 
goal. Raising a large sum of money for charity, collecting a large number of toys for Toys-For-Tots, fi elding a team of 
walkers for a cancer walk would all be good examples. An alternate criteria for the List of Honor Citation is if the chapter 
gets mention in an Honorverse novel and it is clear that it is one of our chapters. When a warship’s distinctions get its 
name added to the List of Honor, all crewmembers who served aboard during the time of the action that achieved this 
distinction are allowed to wear this citation. 

If it is a personal distinction, that is being personally named in an Honorverse without being connected to a Chapter, then 
the ribbon is worn without the scroll attachment. Personal Distinction is earned by being named in an Honorverse novel, 
where such naming is suffi  cient to identify a member of the RMN.

It is worn on the right hand side of the uniform. Members who join a chapter after it has been named to the List of Honor, 
may wear this award on their uniform after they have been a member of the chapter for 60 days, but must cease wearing 
the award if they leave the chapter UNLESS the chapter earns a further award while the member was part of the chapter. 

It is possible for a chapter to earn this distinction multiple times by any of the following means:

 1.  Being named to the RMN List of Honor through the nominations process and selection as set forth by the Third 
Space Lord;

 2.  By having your chapter identifi ed in an Honorverse novel or story, in such a way as there can be no mistake it is 
an active RMN Chapter at the time of the book or story’s release; and,

 3.  Having your chapter named to the RMN List a second, or subsequent time, for actions which eclipsed its 
previous actions which resulted in its name being added to the RMN List of Honor.  A chapter may nominate itself for 
greater actions no more than once every three (3) years.

Issued by: Third Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 42

Frequency: Once per Ship per year, unless the chapter is named in an Honorverse novel or story during the same year it is 
named to the RMN List of Honor.  There are no devices worn on the ribbon for multiple issuances of this award to a single 
chapter.
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Sample Citations:
For distinguishing herself with Exceptional Gallantry Above and Beyond in the calendar year of 2016 while serving within 
Battle Division ___ assigned to the _______ Fleet. During this period, HMS ____________  (SD-____) met and exceeded the ideals 
set forth within TRMN as a community-minded service organization. Specifi c examples include the support of several 
conventions in running a self-funded Cosplay Rest and Repair Room (totaling $850) at three separate conventions 
to accolades from attendees and staff  alike, the cleanup and beautifi cation of the National Cemetery in Santa Fe, and 
participating in charity events for Big Brothers/Big Sisters and the United States Marine Corps’ Toys for Tots. ____________ 
charitable donations and fundraising for the year exceeded $11,250. Outside of supporting their community, ____________ 
also served their neighbors within TRMN, by driving to SoonerCon and helping the Sixth Fleet run recruiting operations to 
garner more local members. In addition to their eff orts on behalf of our organization, several members of her crew assist 
and serve at the fl eet and international levels with distinction and high recommendations from their superiors. By their 
meritorious professionalism, sacrifi ce, and inspirational devotion to duty, HMS _________________ refl ects great credit upon 
herself, Battle Division ___, the ________ Fleet, and the Royal Manticoran Navy.
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ROYAL UNIT CITATION FOR GALLANTRY

Issued For: This award is issued for chapters (defi ned as Ships) and command teams (Designed as staff  of the command) 
that rise above and beyond the call of duty by displaying gallantry, determination and esprit de corps in their activities. All 
crew serving when this distinction was achieved are eligible to wear this citation. It is worn on the right hand side of the 
uniform.

Issued by (Signed by): Lord David Weber, Grand Duke of Montana on behalf of the Monarch, as advised by the First Space 
Lord

Order of Precedence: 43

Frequency: Once per unit per year

Additional awards:
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Sample Citations:
For distinguishing herself with Exceptional Gallantry in the calendar year of 2016 while serving with the _______ Fleet. 
During this period, HMS ___________  (DD-___) participated in support of several conventions, both inside and outside 
of their Area of Operations, ran highly successful recruiting and social events both alone and in conjunction with other 
RMN and foreign service units within and without her Fleet. In upholding the ideals of the service-minded organization, 
_____________  immediately and selfl essly led eff orts to fund raise nearly $1,300 toward one of their own crewmembers 
during a serious medical emergency leading to long-term hospitalization; the funds went to off set the mounting 
transportation expenses of family members who faced severe hardship, so they could lend direct assistance to said 
crewmember. She raised nearly 350 pounds of canned food and dry store items for donation to the Second Harvest 
Food Bank. In addition to their eff orts in behalf of our organization, several members of her crew assist and serve at 
the fl eet and international levels with distinction and high recommendations from their superiors. By their meritorious 
professionalism, sacrifi ce, and inspirational devotion to duty, HMS ______________ refl ects great credit upon herself, the 
______ Fleet, and the Royal Manticoran Navy.
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ROYAL MERITORIOUS UNIT CITATION

Issued For: This award is issued to a single (one) chapter or unit in each group for performance above and beyond as 
compared to the other units in their group as follows:

FLEET - A Fleet Commander can award this to one of the Ships, Task Forces or Task Groups under their Command

RMN – The First Space Lord can award this to either a Squadron, Task Group, or a Fleet under their Command

SPACE LORDS – Space Lords (except the First Space Lord) must submit their request to the First Space Lord for issuances 
to their Commands. The First Space Lord must submit a request to the First Lord of the Admiralty to have this award issued 
to their Command.

Issued by: Numbered Fleet Commanders or the First Space Lord on behalf of the Monarch.  

Order of Precedence: 44

Frequency: Once per unit level per calendar year

Additional awards:
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Sample Citations:
The crews of HMS _____  and HMS _________ have repeatedly been recognized by members of their Task Group, their Fleet, 
and other organizations (both within and outside of TRMN) for their dedication and service. They have traveled to many 
conventions to represent the Royal Manticoran Navy, both in state and out of state, and individual members have been 
volunteer coordinators, members of Astro-Control, and members of their community. Charity drives have been promoted 
and excelled greatly under their watches.  I cannot stress enough the amount of work that these chapters put into making 
the Royal Manticoran Navy shine as a whole. There are no words to properly express the amount of good that they put into 
the world as a whole.
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FLEET EXCELLENCE AWARD IN SILVER

Issued for: This Award is issued once per year to the Chapter which, after having won their Fleet’s Black Sphinx Cup 
Challenge, is named the winner of the RMN wide Black Sphinx Cup Challenge.  Chapters from other naval services (GSN, 
IAN, RHN) are eligible to receive this award.  

This is awarded based upon the eff orts of the entire unit as defi ned by the criteria and rules set forth by the First Space 
Lord for the Black Sphinx Cup Challenge. Numbered Fleet Commanders shall submit their nominees to the First Space 
Lord in accordance with the procedures and requirements set forth by that offi  ce.

The ribbon for this award is worn on the left side of the uniform and is the only group award so worn. If a Chapter has 
won their Fleet’s Excellence Award , the Gold “E” will be exchanged for the Silver “E” if they are named the winner of this 
award in the same year. If a chapter has previously won their Fleet’s Excellence Award, but did not win this award in the 
same year, and later wins this award, then they will be entitled to wear both ribbons (one with the Gold “E” and one with 
the Silver “E”, with the Silver “E” award having higher placement in the ribbon rack).

Subsequent issuances of this award after the fi rst will be denoted by the addition of a maximum of two (2) RMN bronze 
stars to the ribbon, beginning on the left side of the “E” and alternating thereafter with each subsequent award. If 
enough awards are earned, the normal bronze stars can be replaced with the star with a wreath as needed.

Issued by: First Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 45

Frequency: Once per calendar year
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Sample Citations:
For demonstrating superior excellence compared to the other ships in The Royal Manticoran Navy.
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FLEET EXCELLENCE AWARD IN GOLD

Issued for: This Award is issued at the end of each year to the Chapter chosen by their Fleet Commander (whether 
through the Black Sphinx Challenge or other Fleet Challenge rules) to be the best chapter in the Fleet.  Chapters from 
other naval services (GSN, IAN, RHN) are eligible to receive this award.  Numbered Fleet Commanders are free to set the 
rules for the units in their Fleets, but those rules must be made available to all chapters in the Fleet and the criteria should 
be made clear for all to understand.

In order for an individual Fleet’s winner of the Fleet Excellence Award with Gold “E,” the winner must have been selected 
in accordance with the rules and challenges set forth by the First Space Lord for the Black Sphinx Cup Challenge.

Subsequent issuances of this award after the fi rst will be denoted by the addition of a maximum of two (2) RMN bronze 
stars to the ribbon, beginning on the left side of the “E” and alternating thereafter with each subsequent award. If 
enough awards are earned, the normal bronze stars can be replaced with the star with a wreath as needed.

Issued by: Unit Commanders down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 46

Frequency: Once per calendar year
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Sample Citations:
For demonstrating superior excellence compared to the other ships in the Fleet.
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PRISONER OF WAR MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued to those TRMN members who dedicate time to another science fi ction oriented fan 
organization. A science fi ction fan organization is a national/international organization in which people join to become 
a participating member. Some may require members to pay annual dues, while others do not.  They usually have specifi c 
rules, bylaws, and other operating procedures by which they operate.  In many instances, certain military-style uniforms 
based on certain science fi ction intellectual property must be worn at offi  cial functions.  This  includes, but is not limited 
to, groups such as Maquis Forces International, STARFLEET International, Colonial Defense Forces, etc. To qualify for 
this award, the TRMN member *must* wear a distinctive RMN item (RMN Beret, RMMC Patch, RMN Awards, RMN Rank, 
etc) with their other uniform or fandom appropriate as a “Prisoner of War”. The item or items worn “must be distinctive” 
enough to leave no doubt that the person is also a member of TRMN. Wearing blue astrogration chevrons on a uniform 
that perfectly mimic the blue chevrons on many police-inspired costumes would not be suffi  cient to meet the criteria for 
this award.  However,  showing up to a meeting in your CDF uniform with your RMN Ship Patch would qualify.

Additionally, the event in which is a TRMN member attends in their other uniform or fandom appropriate outfi t must 
be wholly sponsored by the science fi ction oriented fan organization in question.  Simply attending a convention as a 
member of another science fi ction oriented fan organization is not suffi  cient to qualify for this award. 

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 47

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
For being taken prisoner by STARFLEET Region 7 personnel during the Shore Leave 2015 convention, I hereby award the 
Prisoner of War Medal with an eff ective date of 8 August 2015.

To PO3 _________________, for his actions taken on 5 March 2017, while wearing his Jedi costume for the Rebel Legion and 
while manning their table, did wear his RMN beret with properly affi  xed beret fl ash. PO3 did qualify for and earn the 
Prisoner of War Medal. 

For proudly showing his RMMC colors while attending and participating in the Star Wars fan association, Saber Combat 
Team.

For her actions while wearing the uniform of Starfl eet International, while performing her duties manning the table during 
the convention for said organization, and, while doing so, wearing a distinctive piece of RMN apparel, to wit, her beret
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SURVIVORS CROSS

Issued For: The award is the lowest award for valor issued to the Royal Manticoran Armed Services.  To qualify for this 
award, the recipient must provide medical assistance during an emergency, regardless of the situation, that is not 
directly life threatening. This would include bringing a fi rst aid kit to an accident, calling Emergency Medical Services, or 
providing simple fi rst aid for minor injuries such as cuts or bruises. Regardless of the event, a statement from the senior 
most TRMN member will be suffi  cient to serve as evidence of the assistance rendered. If this occurs at a non-TRMN 
event, an additional written statement from a non-TRMN witness must accompany the nomination.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level. 

Order of Precedence: 48

Frequency: As needed

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
For her actions at KeyCon. ______ is a _______ onboard _______. At KeyCon she was present for the Nerf Battle War in case 
anyone needed immediate fi rst aid. During the battle one of the participants sprained his ankle and ________ rendered 
appropriate on-site fi rst aid.

For rendering both aid and assistance to an elderly gentleman in medical distress at Bubonicon 2016. During the Con, 
_________ saw the individual collapse in the Men’s Room. Going to the man’s aid, ______ determined that the man was in 
need of more aid than he was qualifi ed to provide. Hotel Security was immediately notifi ed and Security in turn called 
EMS. _______ has both Her Majesty’s and the Admiralty’s appreciation for doing all that he could do.
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SILESIAN ANTI-PIRACY CAMPAIGN MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued to TRMN members who have undertaken extreme or lengthy travel to participate on 
behalf of the TRMN. The two important criteria are “extreme or lengthy” and “to participate on behalf of the TRMN.”

The defi nition of lengthy travel requires a judgment call by the unit commanding offi  cer. A possible standard for lengthy 
travel might be  travelling a distance of 260 or more miles. If travel distances from one chapter to another within a 
squadron exceed this distance, then the distance travelled necessary should be extended in order to refl ect this fact.

As for “extreme” travel, the purchasing of an airline ticket will automatically qualify as extreme travel. Additionally, the 
use of public transportation that increases the time it takes to travel to an event is double other means of transportation 
would also qualify for the award under extreme travel conditions. Crossing two or more state lines or an international 
border would also qualify as extreme travel (due to the nature of international border crossing requirements and 
potential inspections). Another example of extreme travel conditions may also apply to cities with extremely congested 
traffi  c patterns (for instance LA, Boston, Chicago, etc.) where the distance may only be 20-30 miles, but it takes 1-2 
hours to travel that distance to traffi  c conditions. The unit commanding offi  cer, on a case-by-case basis, will consider 
other instances of extreme travel.

The defi nition of “to participate on behalf of TRMN” is more exact: Simply attending a convention with the other members 
of your chapter does not qualify. Doing so because you are going to be presenting a class , a demonstration, staffi  ng a 
recruiting table, or operating a cosplay rest and recovery station would all fulfi ll the participation requirement to qualify 
for this award. 

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the divisional (RMN) or battalion (RMMC) level

Order of Precedence: 49

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
For extreme travel to participate on behalf of TRMN at ___________________ in _____________, XX on _______________ AL.

For lengthy travel to participate on behalf of TRMN at ___________________ in _____________, XX on _______________ AL.
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MASADAN OCCUPATION MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued to TRMN members for participation on behalf of The Royal Manticoran Navy at a function 
of another fan organization. A fantasy or science fi ction fan organization is a national/international organization in which 
people join to become a participating member. Some may require members to pay annual dues, while others do not.  They 
usually have specifi c rules, bylaws, and other operating procedures by which they operate.  In many instances, certain 
military-style uniforms based on certain science fi ction intellectual property must be worn at offi  cial functions.  This 
includes, but is not limited to, groups such as Maquis Forces International, STARFLEET International, Colonial Defense 
Forces, KAG, Ghostbusters, etc. It is possible to earn this award for participating at events which are not held by a fan 
organization, per se, in the following ways:
1. Going to a Renaissance Faire and attending a formal event (i.e., Tea with the Queen, which requires a separate 
purchase of an event ticket) would qualify, but simply attending the event, or activities which are included with the 
admission to the Faire, in RMN gear, would not; and,
2. Attendance at a sporting event theme night (hockey, baseball, soccer, etc..) which celebrates science fi ction in 
general would also qualify, but attendance in RMN gear at an event which is specifi c a show (Star Trek, Star Wars, etc.) 
would not qualify.

The key word here is participation, not attendance. The Member must have done more than simply attend (i.e., served on 
a panel, worked on the Security detail, etc.) Likewise, the TRMN member must have worn their RMN/RMMC uniform or 
convention minimum TRMN outfi t the entire time of the event.

Additionally, the event in which is a TRMN member attends in their other uniform or fandom appropriate outfi t must 
be wholly sponsored by the science fi ction oriented fan organization in question.  Simply attending a convention as a 
member of another science fi ction oriented fan organization is not suffi  cient to qualify for this award.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the divisional (RMN) or battalion (RMMC) level

Order of Precedence: 50

Frequency: Once per calendar year
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Sample Citations:
For marching in the Krewe of Chewbacchus and served as a banner carrier for the local chapter of Star Fleet international. 
_____ marched the entire parade in his RMN dress uniform and served as a “good will ambassador” to the USS New 
Orleans and Star Fleet Region 3.

For working the charity photograph event held by the Rebel Legion Dagobah Base on 4 March 2017 while wearing his RMN 
uniform during the entire event of the charity photo drive.

For wearing his Jedi costume for the Rebel Legion and while manning their table, did wear his RMN beret with properly 
affi  xed beret fl ash.

For her actions while wearing the uniform of Starfl eet International, while performing her duties manning the table during 
the convention for said organization, and, while doing so, wearing a distinctive piece of RMN apparel, to wit, her beret, 
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HAVENITE WAR CAMPAIGN MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued to TRMN members who participate at an offi  cial Admiralty House function of The Royal 
Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Fan Association. The member must have done more than simply attend the event, having 
participate in some capacity (i.e., served on a panel, worked on the security detail, etc.). An Admiralty House event is any 
convention that has been designated by the First Lord of the Admiralty, or any event in which the Prime Minister will be in 
attendance.  Additionally, each Space Lord is allowed to designate one event per calendar year to be an Admiralty House 
event, as long as they attend such an event.  

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 51

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
For participating at an offi  cial Admiralty House function of The Royal Manticoran Navy, designated by the First Lord of the 
Admiralty at <event name> in <location> on <date AL>.
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HAVENITE OPERATIONAL SERVICE MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued to TRMN members who participate at an offi  cial Fleet Level function, such as a Fleet or 
Chapter meeting at a local convention. The key word here is participation, not attendance. The member must have done 
more than simply attend the event, having participated in some capacity  (i.e., served on a panel, worked on the Security 
detail, etc.) A Fleet level function is any function that the numbered fl eet commanding offi  cer has designated as such, 
with or without their attendance.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the ship level

Order of Precedence: 52

Frequency: Once per calendar year

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
For participating at an offi  cial Fleet Level function of The Royal Manticoran Navy on a Fleet or Chapter Level at <location> 
in <city, State> on <date> AL.
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MANTICORE AND HAVENITE 1905 – 1922 WAR MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued for attendance at HonorCon 2017, or MantiCon 2018. Any TRMN member who attends 
either of these two events will be eligible to receive this award.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet (RMN) or Brigade (RMMC) level

Order of Precedence: 53

Frequency: Once  
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Sample Citations:
for attending the fi nal HonorCon in 2017.

for attending the fi nal MantiCon in 2018.
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GRAND ALLIANCE CAMPAIGN MEDAL

Issued For:  This award is issued for participation in the TRMN’s Annual Charity War. Participation is defi ned as follows:

-Organizing a Charity event to benefi t the TRMN’s Offi  cial Charity, Big Cat Rescue;
-Working at a Charity event organized to benefi t the TRMN’s Offi  cial Charity, Big Cat Rescue;
-Working at a TRMN Booth at a Convention, for at least four hours, where you assist with the Raffl  e for the TRMN’s Offi  cial 
   Charity Big Cat Rescue;
-Donating time, at least two hours per day, to help cover a Big Cat Rescue table at an event where they are present;
-Donating time, at least twelve hours total, to help at Big Cat Rescue in Tampa, Florida, USA;
-Donating equipment to Big Cat Rescue of at least $300 value;
-Donating, via TRMN’s website, at least $300 to Big Cat Rescue (this will be cumulative per year).
-Donations accumulated by Amazon Smile to Big Cat Rescue totaling at least $300;
-Donating at least twice any of the above listed criteria to a local charity 

Issued by: First Lord of the Admiralty

Order of Precedence: 54

Frequency: Once per member per calendar year. This award will be issued by the second quarter of the following year.

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
For organizing a Charity event to benefi t the TRMN’s Offi  cial Charity, Big Cat Rescue at <location> in <city, state> on 
<date> AL.

For working at a Charity event organized to benefi t the TRMN’s Offi  cial Charity, Big Cat Rescue at <location> in <city, 
state> on <date> AL.

For working at a TRMN Booth at a Convention, for at least four hours, where you assist with the Raffl  e for the TRMN’s 
Offi  cial Charity Big Cat Rescue at <location> in <city, state> on <date> AL.

For donating time, at least two hours, to help cover a Big Cat Rescue table at an event where they are present at 
<location> in <city, state> on <date> AL.

For donating time, at least 12 hours worth, to help at Big Cat Rescue in Tampa, Florida, USA on <date>.

For monetary or equipment donation to Big Cat Rescue of at least $300 value.
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KING ROGER III CORONATION MEDAL

Issued For: This award was issued to any TRMN member who served during the 12-month calendar year beginning with 
the publication of Admiralty Order 1102-01 on February 5, 2011. This award was to celebrate TRMN becoming the The 
Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Honor Harrington Fan Association and may be worn by any member who qualifi es.

Issued by: Fifth Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 55

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
For serving during the 12-month calendar year beginning with the publication of Admiralty Order 1102-01 on February 5, 
2011.
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QUEEN ELZIABETH III CORONATION MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued to any member who served during the 12-month calendar year beginning on January 1, 
2017. This award is to celebrate the 10 year anniversary of the founding of The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Honor 
Harrington Fan Association and may be worn by any member who qualifi es.

Issued by: Fifth Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 56

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
For serving during the 12-month calendar year beginning on January 1, 2017. 
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QUEEN ELZIABETH III SILVER JUBILEE MEDAL

Issued For: This award will be issued to any member who served during the 12-month calendar year beginning on 
February 1, 2022. This award will be to celebrate the 15 year anniversary since the founding of The Royal Manticoran Navy: 
The Offi  cial Honor Harrington Fan Association and may be worn by any member who qualifi es.

Issued by: Fifth Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 57

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
For serving during the 12-month calendar year beginning on February  1, 2022. 
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QUEEN ELZIABETH III GOLD JUBILEE MEDAL

Issued For: This award will be issued to any member who served during the 12-month calendar year beginning on 
February 1, 2027. This award will be to celebrate the 20 year anniversary since the founding of The Royal Manticoran Navy: 
The Offi  cial Honor Harrington Fan Association and may be worn by any member who qualifi es.

Issued by: Fifth Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 58

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
For serving during the 12-month calendar year beginning on February  1, 2027. 
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MANTICORAN COMBAT ACTION MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued to TRMN members for completing forty (40) courses through any of the various Bureau 
of Training Academies, which must include the issuance of a Space Warfare Pin. Each additional award requires the 
completion of an additionally fi ve (35) courses. All TRMN members are eligible for this award.

Issued by: Provost Marshal of the Saganami island Naval Academy 

Order of Precedence: 59

Frequency: As needed

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
For successfully completing forty (40) courses from the Bureau of Training, at any of the academies.
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MANTICORAN SERVICE MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued upon completion of your tenth year of service in good standing as an offi  cer in the Royal 
Manticoran Armed Services. The member’s service must be consecutive and the member should have no off ences or 
misconduct on their record. This award can only be issued to current members who are offi  cers or warrant offi  cers. This 
award replaces the Manticoran Reserve Service Medal.

Issued by: Fifth Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 60

Frequency: Once every ten consecutive years 

Additional Awards:
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Sample Citations:
For completion of your tenth year of service with The Royal Manticoran Navy.
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MANTICORAN RESERVE SERVICE MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued upon completion of the fi fth year of service in good standing as an offi  cer or warrant 
offi  cer of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services.  The member’s service need not be consecutive, but only active years will 
count towards this award. This award can only be issued to current members who are offi  cers or warrant offi  cers at the 
time of issuance.

Issued by: Fifth Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 61

Frequency: Once 
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Sample Citations:
For completion of your fi fth year of service with The Royal Manticoran Navy.
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GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued for fi ve consecutive years of membership in good standing as non-commissioned offi  cer 
or enlisted personnel of the Royal Manticoran Armed Services. Once the award is issued, the fi ve-year clock will reset. 
In other words, a member who joined 2010 will receive a GCM for the period 2010 to 2015. They will then receive their 
next award in 2020. This award can only be issued to current members who are non-commissioned offi  cers or enlisted 
members at the time of issuance.

Issued by: Fifth Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 62

Frequency: Once every fi ve consecutive years

Additional Awards: 
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Sample Citations:
Five consecutive years of membership in good standing as an Enlisted or Warrant Offi  cer of the Royal Manticoran Navy.
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SPACE SERVICE DEPLOYMENT RIBBON

Issued For: This award is issued to a member after their initial assignment to a RMN chapter *and* the completion of their 
fi rst Bureau of Training Academies course exam. There is no subsequent issuance of this award, as it can only be awarded 
once.

Issued by: Sixth Space Lord 

Order of Precedence: 63

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
For your initial assignment to a ship within the Royal Manticoran Navy upon successfully completing any course from the 
Royal Manticoran Naval Academy.
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NAVAL RIFLE HIGH EXPERT AWARD

Issued For: This award is issued to any member for having completed fi fty (50) games of a land based tactical games. The 
games must be logged and witnessed by two people, unless played via Saganami Island with a BuTrain Instructor or have 
some independent, verifi able system in place.

See Appendix I for an explanation of Games Played. See Admiralty Order 1604-02 in Appendix II for a list of accepted 
games to qualify for the Marksmanship award.  This list will be updated from time to time, so please refer to the Admiralty 
Order. 

The purpose of the Marksmanship Awards is to promote social activities. This is one of the reasons why all games listed 
require more than one person to play.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 64

Frequency: Once

Due to the legal liability associated with off ering awards for actual marksmanship, live fi re is specifi cally prohibited 
from being used to earn this award. Please see Admiralty Order 1406-03 for further explanation.
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Sample Citations:
The completion of fi fty (50) sessions of land-based tactical simulation game.
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NAVAL PISTOL HIGH EXPERT AWARD

Issued For: This award is issued to any member for having completed fi fty (50) games of a space based tactical games. 
The games must be logged and witnessed by two people, unless played via Saganami Island with a BuTrain Instructor or 
have some independent, verifi able system in place.

See Appendix I for an explanation of Games Played. See Admiralty Order 1604-01 in Appendix II for a list of accepted 
games to qualify for the Marksmanship award.  This list will be updated from time to time, so please refer to the Admiralty 
Order. 

The purpose of the Marksmanship Awards is to promote social activities. This is one of the reasons why all games listed 
require more than one person to play.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 65

Frequency: Once

Due to the legal liability associated with off ering awards for actual marksmanship, live fi re is specifi cally prohibited 
from being used to earn this award. Please see Admiralty Order 1406-03 for further explanation.
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Sample Citations:
The completion of fi fty (50) sessions of space-based tactical simulation game.
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NAVAL RIFLE EXPERT AWARD

Issued For: This award is issued to any member for having completed twenty fi ve (25) games of a land based tactical 
games. The games must be logged and witnessed by two people, unless played via Saganami Island with a BuTrain 
Instructor or have some independent, verifi able system in place.

See Appendix I for an explanation of Games Played. See Admiralty Order 1604-02 in Appendix II for a list of accepted 
games to qualify for the Marksmanship award.  This list will be updated from time to time, so please refer to the Admiralty 
Order.  

The purpose of the Marksmanship Awards is to promote social activities. This is one of the reasons why all games listed 
require more than one person to play.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 66

Frequency: Once

Due to the legal liability associated with off ering awards for actual marksmanship, live fi re is specifi cally prohibited 
from being used to earn this award. Please see Admiralty Order 1406-03 for further explanation.
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Sample Citations:
The completion of twenty fi ve (25) sessions of land-based tactical simulation game.
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NAVAL PISTOL EXPERT AWARD

Issued For: This award is issued to any member for having completed twenty fi ve (25) games of a space based tactical 
games. The games must be logged and witnessed by two people, unless played via Saganami Island with a BuTrain 
Instructor or have some independent, verifi able system in place.

See Appendix I for an explanation of Games Played. See Admiralty Order 1604-01 in Appendix II for a list of accepted 
games to qualify for the Marksmanship award.  This list will be updated from time to time, so please refer to the Admiralty 
Order.  

The purpose of the Marksmanship Awards is to promote social activities. This is one of the reasons why all games listed 
require more than one person to play.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 67

Frequency: Once

Due to the legal liability associated with off ering awards for actual marksmanship, live fi re is specifi cally prohibited 
from being used to earn this award. Please see Admiralty Order 1406-03 for further explanation.
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Sample Citations:
The completion of twenty fi ve (25) sessions of space-based tactical simulation game.
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NAVAL RIFLE SHARPSHOOTER AWARD

Issued For: This award is issued to any member for having completed ten (10) games of a land based tactical games. The 
games must be logged and witnessed by two people, unless played via Saganami Island with a BuTrain Instructor or have 
some independent, verifi able system in place.

See Appendix I for an explanation of Games Played. See Admiralty Order 1604-02 in Appendix II for a list of accepted 
games to qualify for the Marksmanship award.  This list will be updated from time to time, so please refer to the Admiralty 
Order.  

The purpose of the Marksmanship Awards is to promote social activities. This is one of the reasons why all games listed 
require more than one person to play.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 68

Frequency: Once

Due to the legal liability associated with off ering awards for actual marksmanship, live fi re is specifi cally prohibited 
from being used to earn this award. Please see Admiralty Order 1406-03 for further explanation.
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Sample Citations:
The completion of ten (10) sessions of land-based tactical simulation game.
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NAVAL PISTOL SHARPSHOOTER AWARD

Issued For: This award is issued to any member for having completed ten (10) games of a space based tactical games. The 
games must be logged and witnessed by two people, unless played via Saganami Island with a BuTrain Instructor or have 
some independent, verifi able system in place.

See Appendix I for an explanation of Games Played. See Admiralty Order 1604-01 in Appendix II for a list of accepted 
games to qualify for the Marksmanship award.  This list will be updated from time to time, so please refer to the Admiralty 
Order.  

The purpose of the Marksmanship Awards is to promote social activities. This is one of the reasons why all games listed 
require more than one person to play.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 69

Frequency: Once

Due to the legal liability associated with off ering awards for actual marksmanship, live fi re is specifi cally prohibited 
from being used to earn this award. Please see Admiralty Order 1406-03 for further explanation.
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Sample Citations:
The completion of ten (10) sessions of space-based tactical simulation game.
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NAVAL RIFLE MARKSMAN CERTIFICATE

Issued For: This award is issued to any member for having completed fi ve (5) games of a land based tactical games. The 
games must be logged and witnessed by two people, unless played via Saganami Island with a BuTrain Instructor or have 
some independent, verifi able system in place.
 
See Appendix I for an explanation of Games Played. See Admiralty Order 1604-02 in Appendix II for a list of accepted 
games to qualify for the Marksmanship award.  This list will be updated from time to time, so please refer to the Admiralty 
Order.  

The purpose of the Marksmanship Awards is to promote social activities. This is one of the reasons why all games listed 
require more than one person to play.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 70

Frequency: Once

Due to the legal liability associated with off ering awards for actual marksmanship, live fi re is specifi cally 
prohibited from being used to earn this award. Please see Admiralty Order 1406-03 for further explanation.
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Sample Citations:
The completion of fi ve (5) sessions of land-based tactical simulation game.
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NAVAL PISTOL MARKSMAN CERTIFICATE

Issued For: This award is issued to any member for having completed fi ve (5) games of a space based tactical games. The 
games must be logged and witnessed by two people, unless played via Saganami Island with a BuTrain Instructor or have 
some independent, verifi able system in place.
 
See Appendix I for an explanation of Games Played. See Admiralty Order 1604-02 in Appendix II for a list of accepted 
games to qualify for the Marksmanship award.  This list will be updated from time to time, so please refer to the Admiralty 
Order.  

The purpose of the Marksmanship Awards is to promote social activities. This is one of the reasons why all games listed 
require more than one person to play.

Issued by: Unit commanding offi  cers down to the numbered fl eet level

Order of Precedence: 71

Frequency: Once

Due to the legal liability associated with off ering awards for actual marksmanship, live fi re is specifi cally 
prohibited from being used to earn this award. Please see Admiralty Order 1406-03 for further explanation.
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Sample Citations:
The completion of fi ve (5) sessions of space-based tactical simulation game.
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RECRUIT TRAINING RIBBON

Issued For: This award is issued upon successfully completing the Basic Naval/Marine Enlisted Course series at the Royal 
Manticoran Naval Academy, and for having served as an Instructor at the Bureau of Training for at least six months. This 
award is only issued once both criteria are met and it is only issued once.

Issued by: Sixth Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 72

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
For having served as an Instructor at the Royal Manticoran Naval Academy at Saganami Island for a minimum of six 
months
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NON COMMISSIONED OFFICERS SENIOR COURSE RIBBON

Issued For: This award is issued for having successfully completed the Senior Master Chief Petty Offi  cer or Regimental 
Sergeant Major Course at the Royal Manticoran Naval Academy and for having served for at least a one year period as a 
Chief Petty Offi  cer (E-7) or Master Sergeant (E-7)  or higher after completion of the Senior Master Chief Petty Offi  cer or 
Regimental Sergeant Major Course.

This award is only issued once all criteria are met and is only issued once.

Issued by: Sixth Space Lord

Order of Precedence: 73

Frequency: Once
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Sample Citations:
For having successfully completed the Master Chief Petty Offi  cer Course at the Royal Manticoran Naval Academy and 
for continuing to serve, for a minimum period of one year, as a Chief Petty Offi  cer (E-7) or higher after completion of the 
Master Chief Petty Offi  cer Course.
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ARMED FORCES SERVICE MEDAL

Issued For: This award is issued for having successfully completed the ensign or second lieutenant Course at the Royal 
Manticoran Naval Academy. This award is only issued once both criteria are met and is only issued once.

Issued by: Provost Marshal of Royal Manticoran Naval Academy

Order of Precedence: 74

Frequency: Once 
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Sample Citations:
For successfully completing SIA-RMN-0101 at the Royal Manticoran Naval Academy.
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APPENDIX I
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The following Admiralty Order details the qualifying games 
acceptable for the Marksmanship Pistol Awards: (New 
additions are marked with a *)

Saganami Island Tactical Simulator (S.I.T.S.)
Star Fleet Battles
Battlefl eet Gothic
Starcraft: The Board Game
Babylon 5: A Call to Arms
Babylon 5 Wars
Imperium
Federation Commander
Wings of War (WWI)
Wings of Glory (WWII)
X-Wing (From Fantasy Flight Games)
Blue Max
Full Thrust
Aeronautica
Crimson Skies (From FASA)
Starfi re (All versions) (David Webber was a developer)
Sails of Glory (Age of Sail Naval Game)
Robotech (RPG) Tactics
Leviathans – Monsters in the Sky
Star Trek – Attack Wing
Star Fleet – Call to Arms
Dystopian Wars (Victorian Era Steampunk Naval Combat 
Version)
Hull Breach!
Pirates*
Eclipse*
Star Wars – Armada (From Fantasy Flight Games)*
Space Cadets*
Dropfl eet Commander (Upcoming)*
Empires at Sea (Upcoming)*

The following live action events also qualify as acceptable 
for the Marksmanship Pistol Awards:

Online Games:
Artemis – Spaceship Bridge Simulator – Multi-Player, 
Multi-Computer Network Game
Horizons* – Spaceship Bridge Simulator – Multi-Player, 
Multi-Platform Network Game

The live action events will count as follows:
Individual Games – Not Allowed – Must be played as a 
Group of 2 or More Players to count.

Play Event (2 or more players together) – each full session 
counts as one Sitting(total of 2 Settings may be recorded 
per player per day) – (Max 10 Games in 7 Days)

Weekend Event / Con Event – each game session of the 
event counts as two Settings played for a maximum of six 
(6) Settings from any one Weekend / Convention Event 
(Convergence/ Shore Leave/ Con Carolinas/ Starfest/ 
NorwestCon) Total - (Max 10 Games Recorded in 7 Days)

Example – If you play all weekend at a convention the most 
you claim for the Total of the Event is 6 Settings.

World of Warplanes
We are adding the online game, World of Warplanes, to 
Pistol Qualifi ers. It is a free online game and can be found 
at http://worldofwarplanes.com/ . The TRMN has a group in 
the game (Royal Manticoran Navy Tankers or RMNT).

A list of all user names will be kept in a document to verify 
scores.

A member will be able to count each sitting as one game 
played. A sitting will encompass all the games played from 
a logon period to a log off . You will be permitted no more 
than two sittings per day and a maximum of ten sittings per 
week may count toward the issuance of awards.

World of Warships*
We are adding the online game, World of Warships, to 
Pistol Qualifi ers. It is a free online game and can be found 
at http://worldofwarplanes.com/ . The TRMN has a group in 
the game (Royal Manticoran Navy Tankers or RMNT).

A member will be able to count each sitting as one game 
played. A sitting will encompass all the games played from 
a logon period to a log off . You will be permitted no more 
than two sittings per day and a maximum of ten sittings per 
week may count toward the issuance of awards.

These are the only current acceptable games for meeting 
the requirement for the Marksmanship Pistol Award.

This is an ever growing and developing project, please 
send any questions to Provostmarshal@sia.trmn.org and a 
member of the team will be in touch

Admiralty Order 1604-01
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The following Admiralty Order details the qualifying games 
acceptable for the Marksmanship Rifl e Awards: (New 
additions are marked with a *)

Axis & Allies (Any version)
Warhammer 40,000/ Space Hulk / Epic 40,000/ 
Warhammer Fantasy / Warmaster/ Age of Sigmar
Blitzkrieg Commander/ Cold War Commander/ Future 
War Commander
The Lord of the Rings Strategy Battle Game
Battle Tech (Any version / Not Online Games at this time)
A World at War
Void
Flames of War (WWI, WWII, Korea, Arab Wars, Vietnam, 
also including Team Yankee*)
Warmachine / Hordes
Dust Tactics (Table Top Tactical Play)
Dust Warfare (Full Table Play)
Panzer General / Panzer Leader
Necromunda / Mordheim
Ogre
Memoir 44 (Command and Colors Line of games)
Advanced Squad Leader (all Variants)
Bolt Action – WWII Miniatures Game
Heavy Gear (all versions)
Dystopian Wars (Victorian Era Steam Punk)
Infi nity*
X-Com The Board Game*
Imperial Assault*
Alien vs Predator*
Zombicide*
This is not a Test*
Dropzone Commander*
Small World*

The following live action events also qualify as acceptable 
for the Marksmanship Rifl e Awards:
(Note Airsoft and Paintball were removed because of 
Liability issues)

Laser Tag – The live action events will count as follows:
Individual Games – Each one counts as one game played

Multi-Game Events – Each event will count as two games 
played, regardless of the number of games actually played 
as each locale has diff erent off erings

Lock-In Style or Overnight Events – Each Day will count as 
two games played for a maximum of four (4) games from 
any one event, plus one extra game will be awarded for a 
maximum of fi ve (5) games for any one event.

The Royal Manticoran Navy: The Offi  cial Honor Harrington 
Association will in no way be held liable as a result of injury 
or loss suff ered while members are involved in any games 
played hosted by a third party.

Online Games:
Individual Games – Not Allowed – Must be played as 
a Group of 2 or More Players to count. Play Event (2 or 
more players together) – each full session counts as one 
Sitting(total of 2 Settings may be recorded per player per 
day) – (Max 10 Games in 7 Days)

Weekend Event / Con Event – each game session of the 
event counts as two Settings played for a maximum of six 
(6) Settings from any one Weekend / Convention Event 
(Convergence/ Shore Leave/ Con Carolinas/ Starfest/ 
NorwestCon) Total - (Max 10 Games Recorded in 7 Days)

Example – If you play all weekend at a convention the most 
you claim for the Total of the Event is 6

World of Tanks
We are adding the online game, World of Tanks, to Rifl e 
Qualifi ers. It is a free online game and can be found at 
http://worldoftanks.com/ and TRMN has a group in the 
game (Royal Manticoran Navy Tankers or RMNT).

A list of all user names will be kept in a document to verify 
scores.
A member will be able to count each sitting as one game 
played. A sitting will encompass all the games played from 
a logon period to a log off . You will be permitted no more 
than two sittings per day and a maximum of ten sittings per 
week may count toward the issuance of awards. TRMN will 
sponsor a weekly tournament and will count as one game 
toward your total in addition to any sittings you have per 
week.

This is a living Project which is reviewed yearly, if you have 
any questions please contact at Provostmarshal@sia.trmn.
org and one of the team will be in touch.

Admiralty Order 1604-02




